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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
The increasing popularity of integral abutment designs for bridges 
has been recognized ^  mai^ state highway agencies. At the present time 
in Iowa, theoretical piling stresses limit the maximum length of concrete 
bridges with integral abutments to 265 feet. Although the performance of 
these bridges has certainly been satisfactory, other states, e.g.. South 
Dakota and Tennessee, have been allowing integral abutment bridges sig­
nificantly longer than this with apparent success, long bridges are par­
ticularly susceptible to damage from thermal expansion and contraction 
because of the relatively large dis^scements associated with annual 
temperature variations. Historically, a system of expansion joints, roller 
supports and other structural releases are ]»rovided on longer bridges to 
permit thermal expansion.' However, providing «tpansion devices on bridges 
not only increases the initial cost of construction, but also increases 
associated maintenance costs and, frequently, they do not operate as in­
tended. 
Integral abutment bridges provide am attractive design alternative 
because expansion joints are not present. Thermal exi^sion, however, 
mist be relieved or accounted for in some manner. In an integral abutment 
bridge, the piles are usually the most flexible elements and are expected 
to accommodate the induced movements due to thermal expansion. The maxi­
mum thermal expansion which can be allowed by the piles without reducing 
the vertical load carrying capacity of the pile is of primary importance 
in defining the safe length of integral abutment bridges. If this length 
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can safely be increased, the economic advantages of integral abutments 
can be realised for longer bridges. 
Integral abutment bridges fall into two categories: nonskeved and 
skewed. Site conditions determine whether or not a skewed bridge is 
necessary. The design of a skewed bridge presents detailing and analysis 
problems. For skewed bridges with integral abutments, the movements 
caused iQf thermal expansion and contraction are more comi^ex than th«v are 
for nonskewed bridges with integral abutments. These thermal-induced move­
ments involve not only the longitudinal direction, but transverse direction 
as veil. 
1.2.  Background 
Prior to World War II, most bridges with an overall length of 50 feet 
or Bwr« were constructed with some form of expansion joints. Periodic 
inspection of these bridges revealed that expansion joints tended to freeze 
and close and did not operate as intended, dose inspection of such 
bridges also Indicated that there was no serious distress associated with 
the frozen or closed expansion joints. This led to the advancement of the 
case for continuous construction. 
Continuity in steel stringer and other types of bridges has been 
accepted practice since the early 1900s. In addition to the Inherent 
economy of continuous beams, wherein negative moments over Interior sup­
ports serve to reduce mldspan positive moments, we line of bearing devices 
was automatically eliminated at each Interior support. The predominant 
problem with these continuous bridges was at the abutments, where some kind 
of expansion joints were required. An example of a bridge with expansion 
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Joints is shovn in Fig. 1. The expansion joints at the abutments allowed 
penetration of vater from the backfill and roadwQr into the bearing areas 
and onto bridge seats. The joint could then be forced closed, resulting 
in broken backvaUs, sheared anchor bolts, damaged roadway expansion 
devices and other problems* Maintenance costs associated with these 
problems accelerated the devAopment of integral abutments. 
Fig. 2 shows an example of a bridge with integral abutments, each 
abutment is suRiorted by a single row of vertical piles extending into the 
abutments. In addition to bei% aesthetically pleasing, integral abut­
ments offer the advantage of lower initial cost and lover maintenance costs. 
Expensive bearings. Joint material, piles for horizontal earth loads and 
leakage of water throu(g% the joints are all eliminated. 
Today more than half of the state highw^ sgenoies have developed 
design criteria for bridges wi-Uunit expansion joint devices. These design 
criteria are based on years of experince. This developsent led to wide 
variations in design criteria from state to state. At this time, full-
scale field testing and soj^sticated rational design methWs are not 
eomnonly used as a basis for increasing allowable lengths. 
In 197^, the difference in naximum allowable length for concrete bri­
dges using integral abutments between Kansas and Missouri was 200 feet [l]. 
A survey ccmducted by the Itoiversi^ of Missouri in 1^73 [2] indicated 
that the allowable Iwgth for integral abutment concrete bridges in some 
states was 500 feet while in others it was only 100 feet. Cwtinuous 
steel bribes with integral abutments have performed successfully for 
years in the 300-foot range in such states as Bortb Dakota, South Dakota 
and Tennessee. Cwtinuous concrete structures 500-600 feet long with 
It 
integral abutments have been constructed in Kansas, California, Colorado 
and Tennessee [3]* 
1.3. Objective and Scope 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of thermal-
induced movement of the pile on the vertical carrying capacity of the 
pile in integral abutment bridges. 
As part of this study the highway departments of all states in the 
U.S. were contacted to find the extent of application of integral abut­
ment bridges and to survey the different guidelines used for analysis and 
design of integral abutment bridges. 
An algorithm based upon a nonlinsmr finite element procedure is de­
veloped to study the soil-pile interaction in integral abutment bridges. 
The finite element idealisatioi consists of a one-diwnsional idealisation 
for the i^le and nonlinear springs for the foundation. Incremental finite 
elements with an updated Lagrangian formulation and material nonlinear-
ities are used. For the purpose of treating arbitrary large rotations in 
three dimmsicms, node orientations are described by unit vectors. De­
formations are defined the orientatios of these vectors relative to 
a rigid body ^ esmit coordinate i*ich is along the beam chord. Updating 
of the ^ emwt coordinate* in three dimensions is also described. An 
incremental and iterative procedure is used for the solution of the non­
linear 'Problem. The IAB2D and IAB3D (Integral Abutwetcrfc Bridge Two-
and Three-Dimensional ) computer programs are developed to solve the 
nonlinear soil-pile interactif» problems for both three- and two-
5 
dinensionol cases. A number of experimental and analytical examples 
are analyzed to establish their reliability. 
Finally, many analytical «amples are studied in Which a pile is given 
a lateral displacement to simulate the bridge expansion. A real integral 
abutment bridge is used to study the effect of skev and nonskev on the 
vertical carrying capacity of the pile. 
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2. SURVEY OF CURRENT PRACTICE FOR BRIDGES WITH HITEQRAL ABUTMENTS 
2.1. Objectives 
As background to the theoretical investigation of bridges with inte­
gral abutments, a survey of several states vas made to obtain information 
on the design and performances of such bridges. 
2,2 Method of Investigation 
Surveys concerning integral abutments have previously been conducted 
[1, 2]. Responses indicate that most highway department agencies establish 
their own limitations and criteria in designing integral abutmoits. The 
bases of thesa limitatiws and criteria ar# shown to be primarily empirical. 
Two survey questionnaires were prepared in cooperation with the Office 
of Bridge Design, Highway Divlsim, Iowa Dej^rtment of Transportation, to 
obtain information concerning the use and design of integral bridge abut­
ments. The first survey questionnaire was cmdueted by Bruce Johnson 
[k, 9]. The survey questions were directed at limitations in bridge 
length, type and skew. The states were also asked what assumptions were 
made in determining fi%ity conditions and loads for design of the ]^ing 
and superstructure. The questionnaire was sent to the 50 states and 
Puerto Rico. A questionnaire was also sent to the Direct Construction 
Office, Begia» 15. Federal Highway Administratis (FH«A). A copy of this 
questionnaire and response frost each of these agencies are contained in 
Appendix A, The second survey questionnaire i^ich was based cm the re­
sponses obtained the first survey questionnaire was prepared and con­
ducted by Yang [6). These survey questions concerned pile orientations 
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in the integral abutments. The states vere also asked vhat structural 
assumptions vere being made in determining fixity conditions on pile head 
and directions of thermal «cpansion and contraction of the integral abut­
ments in skeved bridges. In addition, other questions related to the 
treatment of approach slab, backfill, and pile cap. This questionnaire 
vas sent to the 28 state highvay departments and the Direct Construction 
Office of FHVA, Region 15 vho use integral abutments* A coRy ot this 
(Questionnaire and responses from each of these agencies are contained in 
Appendix B. 
2.3. Trrads of Responses 
2.3.1. Survey conducted by Bruce Johnscm 
Of the 93 responses received, 29 indicated that their states use 
integral-type abutments. A few of these, such as Sew Mexico and Virginia, 
are Just beginning to use then: their first integral abutment bridge vas 
either recently designed or currently under construction. 
Of the 23 vho did not use these abutments, there vere four grwps 
having similar responses. 
• Fourteen states have no i^ns to consider using this type of 
abutment. 
• Five states responded that they have not previously considered 
the possibility of fixing the girder ends to the abutments. 
• Three states have built some integral abutments or semi-integral 
endvalls but currently do not use them in nev bridge construc­
tion. 
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• Three states have built some integral abutments or semi-integral 
endwalls but currently do not use them in new bridge construction. 
• One state indicated that they vere presently investigating the 
possibili^ of using integral abutments. 
The fblowing are some of the reasons given for avoiding the use of 
integral abutments. 
• The possibility of a gap farming between the backwall and the 
roadiray fill (two states): 
• Increased substructure loads (one state) i 
• The possible attenuation of a bump at the ends of the bridge 
(one state)* 
• The lack of a rational method for predicting behavior (one state) i 
• The possible additional stress on approach pavement joints (two 
states)» and 
• Crackiiv of the backwall due to superstructure end span rotation 
and contraction (two states)» 
The following is a discussion, keyed to the survey question numbers, 
of the responses received from states using integral abutments (See Ap­
pendix A). 
1. Most of the states using integral abutments do so because of cost 
savings. Typical designs use less piling, have simpler construction 
details, and eliminate expensive expansion joints, 
3 and 3. Table X shows bridge length limitations currently being used. 
In summary, TO percent or more of those states using integral abut­
ments feel comfortable within the following range of limitations: 
steel, 200-300 feet; concrete, 300-1*00 feet; and prestressed concrete. 
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300-450 feet. The difference in concrete and steel length limitations 
reflects the greater propensity of steel to react to temperature 
changes. There are three states using longer limitations for each 
structure type. They typically have been building integral abutments 
longer than most states and have had good success with then. The 
move tovard longer bridges is an attempt to achieve the good per­
formance observed on shmrter bridges for structures at the 
practical length limit. 
U, Only a few states responded to the question regarding limitations on 
piling. Five states use only steel piling with integral abutments. 
Only four of the 29 agencies indicated that the webs of steel piles 
were placed j^rpendieular to the length of the bridge. At least me 
state began using integral abutments with steel piling placed in the 
usual orientation (with the pile web along the length of the bridge). 
This led to distress and cracking at the besm-abutment interface, and 
the state eventually began to rotate the piles 90 degrees for 
greater flexibility » Three others allow cmcrete and steA but not 
timber, ffo length limitations for timber piling were given states 
other than Iowa #ieh allows bridges less than 200 feet. 
5 and 6 ,  Twenty-two states indicated that the superstructure was assumed 
pinned at the abutments. Five assumed partial fixity, and one assumed 
total fixity. Seventeen responses noted that at the pile top a pinned 
assumption was made; four reported a partial fixity assumption; and 
five states believe the pile top is totally fixed. Six of the states 
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which assme a pinned condition actually use a detail designed to 
eliminate moment constraint at the joint. 
7. Only a few states consider thermal, shrinkage, and soil pressure 
forces vhen calculating pile loads. Several states noted on the 
questionnaire that only vertical loads are uied in design. Of those 
that do consider pile tending stresses, eight use thermal forces, 
three use shrinksge forces, and ten consider soil pressure. 
8. Most states indicated that tending stresses in ahutment pilings were 
neglected. There were three states, however, that assumed a location 
for a point of s«ro moment and used combined tending and axial stresses. 
Also, pretored holes were used ty thres states to limit tending 
stresses ty reducing the soil pressure. 
9. Most states indicated that a Aree-draining taokfill material is used 
behind the attitment. Some responses, however, indicated that process 
were encountered such as undermining associated with granular soils. 
One state said, ''Rave recently experienced problems with noncohesive 
material behind this type of abutment. Backfill material should te 
cohesive and free from cobbles and boulders.** Six other states use 
cwmon roadway fill behind the abutment. 
10. All except fowr states rest the approach pavement on the integral 
abutmrat. One state indicated that a positive tie cwnection was 
used to connect the slab. A few states indicated that th^ had ex­
perienced problems when reinforced approach slabs were not used. 
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All except three states reported lower construction and maintenance 
costs using integral abutments. One said costs were the same, and 
two did not respond to the question. 
The following are some isolated comments that were made about 
construction and maintenance problems using integral abutments: 
a. Longer wingwalls may be necessary with cast-in-place, post-
tensioned bridges for backwall containment; 
b. The proper coaipaetion of backfill material is critical i 
0. Careful consideration of drainage at the end of the bridge is 
necessaryI 
d. Wingtmll concrete should be placed after stressing of cast-in-
plaee, post-tensi<med bridges t 
e. The effects of elastic shortening after post-tensioning should 
be carefully considered, especially on single span bridges» 
f. Proper placement of piles is more critical than for conventional 
abutments i 
g. Wingwalls may need to be designed for heavier loads to prevent 
crackings 
h. Adeqpxate pressure relief joints should be provided in the apprmch 
pavement to avoid interference with the functioning of the abutment 
1. Possible negative friction forces on the piles should be accotmted 
for in the design; and 
j. Vide bridges «m high skew require special consideration including 
strengthening of diaphragms and wingwall-to-abutment connections. 
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2.3.2. Survey conducted by Yang 
Of the 28 responses received, 26 indicated the use of integral abt%t-
ments on skewed bridges. Among these states, Virginia has designed its 
first integral abutment skeved bridge with a small skew (10*) and a rela­
tively mall anticipated movement at each abutment (± 3/6"). The states 
of Connecticut and Oklahoma indicated that th(^ do not use integral abut­
ments on skewed bridges. While Connecticut has not constructed ai^ 
integral abutments on a skew, it has constructed one nonskewed integral 
abutment bridge. Oklahoma, in contrast, considered integral abutments 
on skews inappropriate because of integral abutment displacement. 
One of the purposes of this survey vas to collect methods of anal­
ysis and design details of integral abutments on skew bridges. Following 
is a discussion, keyed to survey question mmAers, of the responses 
received from states using integral abutments on skewed bridges (also see 
Appendix B). 
1. The pile orientations in integral abutments on skewed bridges shown 
in the first survey question can be classified into four categories: 
(1) the web of the pile perpendicular to roadway center line ( 6  states)» 
(2) the web of the pile parallA to roadw^ center line (I state); 
(3) The web of the pile parallel to center line of the abutment (10 
states)! (h) the web of the pile perpendicular to center line of the 
abutment (15 states). In addition, three states use circular piles 
in integral abutments on skewed bridges. One major difference between 
skewed and nonskewed integral abutment bridges is that when both are 
subjected to thermal expansion end contraction, the former piles will 
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experience biaxial bending. The responses showed that 1$ of 26 states 
have adopted the pile orientation so that bending will be primarily 
about the strong axis. 
Most states do not have any clear, theoretical, experimental, or 
empirical bases for selection pile orientations. Idaho officials 
assumed some creep in the soils surrounding the piles and also assumed 
that a redistribution of stresses will occur since thermal forces are 
generally applied gradually. Also, the restraint provided by the 
integral abutment vas assumed to reduce the magnitude of the thermal 
movement I orienting the piles with the strong axis parallel to the 
center line of the bearings was assumed to give more rigidly for earth-
quate loads when liqguificatiom of embankment is anticipated. Vermont 
oriented the piles to resist the force of earth pressure from the 
abutment backfill rather than permit the thermal expansion. California 
explained its policy of orienting the web of the #le6 perpendicular 
to the center line of the abu^wnt (see Appendix B) as follows: for a 
sqjuare bridge, such orientation of piles results in bending about the 
strong axis of the piles because of both thermal forces and active soil 
pressurv. When the bridge is skewed, however, temperature forces act 
alone the center line of the roadway, not parallel to the pile web, 
and active soil pressure acts against the strong axis of the pile. 
Temperature effects are somewhat compaisated tor by predrilling for 
driven piles and filling the voids with pea gravel or sand [61. 
Colorado relied that th^ were unaware of any distress in the 
piling. In a few cases, with cast-in-place post-tensioned bridges 
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with integral abutments, cracks have been detected in the abutment wall 
at the intersection of the superstructure and the abutment* The state 
suspected that the cracks resulted primarily trm movements of the 
superstructure caused ^  elastic shortening and creep from the post-
tensioning forces. Itorth Dakota has been building bridges for about 18 
years using this method and so far is unaware of any problems. Accord­
ing to Iowa bridge engineer R. Gee cited in [6], pile orientation with 
the web of the pile perpendicular to the roadway center line is not 
considered in design because of construction work difficulty in 
arranging the reinforcement in the integral abutments. Thermal-induced 
biaxial bending stresses on piles can b« avoided by using circular 
pipe piles. The major disadvantages are that the vertical bearing 
capacities of these piles are usually less than those of the steel 
H piles, and they are stiffmr than H piles about the weak axis. 
2. The second survey question revealed the following, (l): Two states 
indicated that a roller assumption was made at the pile topi ei^t 
reported a pinned aseunptions one assumed partial fixity & and eiggkt 
states assumed a totally fixed pile top. These assumptions were 
actually based on the restraint conditions on the pile top. In Iowa, 
the pile top is completely restrained by spiral reinforcement in the 
pile cap, and total fixity is assumed. For a pinned assumption, the 
top portion of piling is enclosed with a flexible material before 
casting in the concrete abutment [6]. (2) and (3): Only a few states 
consider thermal, shrinking and soil pressure forces when calculating 
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pile loads. Following are soae of the remarks made by various 
states regarding thermal effects in integral abutments on skewed 
bridges: 
• Assume that the pile is fixed a certain depth below the bottom of 
the pile cap and any thermal movement is accomplished by bending 
in the pile. 
• Thermal expansion parallel to the pile cap can be resisted hy the 
friction force between the backfill and the end wall. 
• The battered piles are adopted in the integral abutments to resist 
thermal movement. 
• Shear keys are used on the bottom of the pile cap to prevent lat­
eral movement of the pile cap on extreme skews (bO* t). 
• If the bridge design has a small skew (< 10*) and a rAatively 
small anticipated movement at each abutment (i 3/8"), no special 
consideration need be given beyond that of a 0* skew condition. 
3. Most states indicated that a free-draining granular material is used 
as backfill b#ind the abutment. One state uses 1-1/2 feet of porous 
backfill from subgrade to the bottom of the integral abutment along 
with 6-inch diameter pipe underdrain. Beyond that, normal job site 
available material is used. Some responses, however, indicated that 
backfill compaction has alwys been something of a problem with 
settlement just off the end of the bridge. Several states indicated 
that rigid pile cap has been used, and pile was cast into a pile cap 
one to two feet long. Two states indicated that the pile cap is de­
signed as a reinforced continuous beam over the piling. 
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The survey responses shov, in general, that the approach slab can 
be tied to the abutment with dowels and moved back and forth with the 
superstructure if a construction joint is provided between the ai^roach 
slab and the bridge slab. South Dakota stated that at least one 
approach slab panel with curb and gutter section attached to the 
bridge end is necessary to prevent erosion of the shoulder behind 
the abutment wing. One state pointed out that while an expansion 
joint is specified between rigid pavement and the ap^oach slab, no 
special treatment is specified for flexible pavement. In Colorado, 
the approach slab ws used if the bridge length was over 200 feet* 
b. Following are seme additonal comments on skewed bridges with integral 
abutments: 
• Some of the piles in the abutment have to be battered to resist 
the active earth pressure acting behind the abutment. 
• Rotational forces from the lateral earth pressure on the end >mll8 
cause a failure of anchor bolts which connected the exterior girders 
to the abutments. 
• For a cast-in-place bridge, the ends of steel yiles may be cast 
into the abutment concrete i*lch is reinforced such that it is 
c(msidered essentially integral. 
• Piles my be prebored for a distance of 5 to 20 feet below the 
bottom of the pile cap. 
• Since the piles are oriented to allow bending about the weak axis, 
a^y stresses caused Iv rotation will only stress the outmost flange 
fibers and not the web and center portions of the flanges. When 
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the abutment is skewed, some twisting may be induced in the piles 
when the structure deflects, but this problem can be considered 
negligible. 
2,b. Summary and Conclusions 
There is wide variation in design assumptions and limitations among 
the various states in their approach to the use of integral abutments. 
This is largely due to the empirical basis for development of current 
design criteria. It is recognized, however, that assumptions concerning 
end fixity and soil reaction may substantially affect the results. A 
sim^e rational method of accurately predicting pile stresses would be 
valuable to the current state-of-the-art in integral abutment design. 
"Rte states that use integral abutments are generally satieifed with 
performance and believe they are economical. Some problms have been 
reported, however, concerning secondary effects of inevitable lateral 
dls^acemmts at the abutment. These include abutment, wingwall and 
pavement distress and backfill erosion. Some states reported that 
solutions have been developed for moat of the ill effects of abutment 
movosents. They includes (l) additional reinforcing and concrete 
cover in the abutmoit, (2) more effective permanent joints >rt*lch allow 
therwl movements to occur, and (3) positive control of bridge deck 
and roadway drainage. 
For integral abutments on skewed bridges, 15 states orient their 
pUes with the web of the piles perpendicular to the center line of the 
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abutment so that bending will be primarily about the strong axis. Thus, 
thermal induced biaxial bending stresses will be introduced into the piles. 
The survey responses show that most states ignore the thermally induced 
bending stresses due to transverse and longitudinal thermal movements. 
Ko special treatment is usually given to the backfill and pile cap 
on skewed bridges, and th^ might be constructed in the same way as 
nonskewed bridges. As for the approach slab, it can be tied to the abut­
ment with dowels or an expansion joint may be provided between the ap­
proach slab and the bridge slab. 
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3. SOIL CHARACTERIZATION 
3.1. Method# of Analysis 
3.1.1. Analytical studies 
Analysis and design of laterally and/or axially loaded piles is, 
primarily, empirical, based on data from full-scale tests of laterally 
and/or axially loaded piles (7 - 10). However, in recent years, «(tensive 
research and development have been undertaken to predict theoretically 
the behavior of the laterally and/or axially loaded piles (11-16]. In 
general, two basic approaches have evolved: the subgrade reaction approach 
and the elastic approach. 
The subgrade reaction was originally proposed hy Winkler in 186? 
when he represented the soil as a series of unconnected linear elastic 
springs as shown in Fig. 3. In this method, the continuous nature of 
the soil medium is ignored. Such factors as nonlinear!^, variation of 
soil stiffhess with depth and layering of soil profile can be incorporated 
into the method (13). Several methods have been used to account for soil 
nonlinearity (17 - 19], including an elastic-plastic Winkler model (17). 
One of the more widely used approaches has been proposed by Reese et al. 
[19 - S3] by using a number of soil resistance-displacement curves for 
the soil at various points along the pile. 
The elastic approach in which the soil is considered as an elastic 
continuum has been described by several investigators (15, 2k - 28], In 
most of these approaches, the pile is divided into a number of uniformly 
loaded elements, and a solution is obtained by imposing compatibility 
between the displacements of the pile and the adjacent soil for each 
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element of the pile. The elastic method can also he used to give approx­
imate solutions for variations in soil modulus with depth and for layer 
systems [13]• 
A versatile method of analysis which permits the inclusion of all 
the factors mentioned above and also makes a three-dimensional formulation 
possible is the finite element method. A detailed description of the 
finite element formulation used in the study is given in Chapter k. 
Input from many of the above investigators has been used in formulating 
the model. 
3.1.2. Bcnerimental studies 
Numerous experimental research projects on piles subjected to verti­
cal and/or lateral loading in the laboratory or field have been performed 
in recent years. Seed and Reese studied a small, dispOLacement-type 
fricticm pile which was driven into a nonsensitive clay. In that study, 
the iMd-distributim curves and load-slip curves (f-s curves) for a 
ffictiom pile were first defined [33l. Matlock [20], Reese and Welch [^), 
and Reese, Cox, and Koop [22] also performed experimental wo:* on soft clay 
stiff clay, and sand, respectively, to predict lateral resistance-die-
placement curves (p-y curves) for laterally loaded piles. A curve de­
scribing the iMd-settlement behavior of the pile tip was given by 
Vijayvergiya [29]. Numerous methods exist for predicting these curves 
for different soil types. A brief discussion of some of these methods 
is given in [30]. Swne of these results will be compared to the results 
frca the finit» element model in Chapter 6. 
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Many tests on instrumented piles subjected to vertical and/or lateral 
loading in the field or laboratory have been performed [31 - 3tt]. In 
March, 1973$ a full-scale model representing the end portion of a typical 
highway bridge was constructed and tested in four construction stages by 
South Dakota State University [l]. During each stage, the test specimen 
vas subjected to a series of predetermined longitudinal movements via 
l^draxilic jacks to simulate expansion and contraction caused by tempera­
ture changes. In August, 1979# an operational county road bridge near 
Forgo, North Dakota vas instrumented and monitored for temperature-
induced stresses by Rorth Iktkota State University 1351* This stu^y vas 
being conducted by J. Jorgenson, Chairman of the Civil S^ineerlng Depart­
ment, and is sponsored by the State Hiipiv^ Department. During one year 
of observation, monthly readings vmre taken on the length of the bridge, 
the gap between backfill and backside of the abutment, etc. 
3.2. Material Idealization 
3.2.1. General 
The soil characteristics in the soil-pile problem can be described 
by three types of soil resistance-displacement models as shown in Fig. 3; 
lateral resistance-displacement (p-y) curvesi longitudinal load-slip 
(f-s) curves; end pile tip Iwd-settlement (qr®) curves. The p-y curves 
represent the relationship between the lateral soil pressure against the 
pile (force per unit length of pile) and the corresponding lateral pile 
displacement. The f-z curves describe the relationship between skin 
friction (force per unit length of pile) and the relative vertical 
displacement between the pile and the soil. The q-z curves describe the 
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relationship between the tearing stress at the pile tip and the pile tip 
settlement. The total pile tip force is q times the effective pile tip 
area. All three types of curves assume the soil behavior to be nonlinear 
and can be developed from basic soil parameters. 
3.2.2. Modified Ramberg-Osgood model 
The modified Ramberg-Osgood model [36], as shown in Eq. (3.1) in 
the form of a p-y curve» will be used to approximate the p-y, f-s, and 
q-8 soil resistance-displacement curves and the material behavior of 
the pile (e.g., stress-strain relations). 
V (3.1) 
(3.2) 
in which 
» initial lateral stiffness 
P s generalized soil resistance 
p^ » ultimate lateral soil resistance 
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n • shape parameter (see Fig. 3 )  
y » generalized displacement 
This model is found to he better than the procedures in which the tangent 
modulus is computed as the chord slope between two data points on a 
curve and the use of functions such as hyperbola, parabèla, and splinesi 
in fact, the model proposed herein includes hyperb<Aa as a special case 
[36]. Nonlinear behavior models for symmetrical or periodic loadings 
have been presented Iqr a number of workers 137*^1] • The constants needed 
in Bq. (3.1) can be determined from equations presented in the fdllowing 
sections. Fig, k shows the modified Ramberg-Osgood curve for a typical 
p-y curve. Similar eqguations for a typical f-s curve (using f^^, the 
maximum shear stress developed between the pile and soil, and ky, the 
initial vertical stiffhess) w a typical q-s curve (using the maxi­
mum bearing stress at the pHe tip, and k^, the initial point stiffhess) 
will be used. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the shape ^ rameter n on the 
soil resistance-displacement b^vior. 
3.2.3. Cyclic model 
Because of annual temperature changes, a bridge superstructure 
undergoes expansion and extraction, which in turn causes the piles in 
integral abutment bridges to move back and forth, A modified Bamberg-
Osgood cyclic model for both symmetrical and irregular cylic loadings 
is proposed 
_ 
y - y. \n • (3.3) 
where 
(3.1») 
and olfo 
Pg • the soil resistance at the previous reversal 
yg * the soil displacement at the previous reversal. 
The expression for the tangent modulus is obtained by differentiating 
E%. (3.3) with respect to displacement y 
Fig. 6 illustrates a typical example of this modified Ramberg-Osgood 
cyclic model. In this figure, l^steresis loops that model the actual 
behavior of the pile and soil can be readily constructed by adopting 
rules presented ^  l^e [Hi]. These rules are stated as: 1) The tan^ 
gent modulus <m each loading reversal assumes a value eqmal to the 
initial tangent modulus for the initial loading curves, and 2) the shape 
of the unloading or reloading curves is the same as that of the initial 
loading curve, iMccept that the scale is enlax^ed by a factor of c. This 
is indicated in Bq. (3.k) in vixieh the first term is negative for unload­
ing and positive for r^oading; the maximum and minimum values of the 
(3.5) 
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stress or soil resistance are bounded by the ultimate (reference) stress 
or soil resistance. 
As part of the finite element model to be presented in Chapter k, 
the Ramberg-Osgood cyclic model will be required to track through several 
loading and unloading cycles. The determination of reversal values for 
loading and vmloading of each load increment is obtained by adopting the 
flow chart in Table 2 (also illustrated in Fig. 7)* 
3.3. Soil Behavior 
3.3.1. Analytical amaroximations by others 
As mentioned before, the soil characteristics in the soil-pile proves 
can be described by three typ^s of soil resistance-displacement curvesi p-y 
curves* f-s curves» and curves, numerous methods exist for estimating 
the parameters for analytical approximations to these curves for different 
types of soils. A brief discussion on some of these methods f<aiows, 
3.3.1.1. lateral resistance-displacement (p-y) curve Several 
investigators [20 - 22, 23] have attempted to correlate a lateral load-
deflection response with laboratory soil tests. The p-y curves fw clay 
and sand used in the study (%ble 3) are believed to represent the cur­
rent state of the art. 
3.3.1.2. Lwkd-slip (f-s) curve Several methods have been pro­
posed for estimating the load-slip behavior of a single pile. The cri­
teria used in this stu# are those summarized by Ha and 0'Belli ffc2) and 
are believed to present the current state of the art. The analytical 
forms of f~z curves and their parameters for cl^ and sand are given in 
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Table U. The factœr a in Fig. 8 is used to obtain the soil/pile 
adhesion, given the soil cohesion* Various curves have been presented 
in the literature for this value [13] • 
3.3.1.3. Load-settlement g-s curves A curve describing the 
load-settlement behavior of the tip for a single pile is proposed by 
Vijayvergiya (29J. The analytical forms of q-z curves and their param­
eters for clay and sand used in this study are given in Table $. 
3.3.2. Parameters for the modified Raaberg-OsKcwd equation 
A correspondence can be made between the analytical forms of others 
for the p-y, f-s and %-z curves i*ich are presented above and a set of the 
modified Raoberg-Osgood models. The parameters and n in Eq. (3.1) can 
be determined by selecting two significant points froo the analytical forms 
of the p-y curves for cl^. For example, to simulate the best approxi­
mation of the analytical p-y curve for soft clay, these two significant 
points can be selected as: (l) p • 0.5 p^ at y » y^^i (2) p » 0.95 p^ 
at y » 6ygQ. Knowing these two significant points, the parameters 
and n can be obtained by solving the mmlinear e#ation. A trial and 
error method was expedient. The values and n of the modified Itamberg-
Osgood models for clay are listed in Table 6. The parameters for the f-s 
and q-e Ramberg-Osgood curves were obtained in the same manner and are also 
listed. The parameters for the p-y curve for sand were obtained hy a 
visual '*best-fit'* of the hyperbolic tangent. Considering the level of 
approximation involved in fitting these analytical approximations to 
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the real soil data, it vas decided to round off the k and n values to 
thoRo listed in Table 6. 
Analytical forms others for the p-y, f-z and q-s curves and the 
modified Ramberg-0sgoo4 equations used in this study are presented in 
Fig. 9 for clay and sand. Two features of the analytical forms Vhich 
cannot be fit ^  the Bamberg-Osgood equations are: (l) the infinite 
slope at origin and (2) the zero slope at the ultimate load. The Ram^ 
berg-Osgood equation has a finite slope, k, at the origin and asymptot­
ically approaches the ultimate load at a rate dependent upon the shape 
factor n. The Raaberg-Osgood equation appears physically mwe realistic. 
3.3.3. "Epical Iowa soil 
Soil properties should be Investigated first by test boring at the 
bridge site, ^  measuring penetration resistance and by laboratory testing 
on intact saisines. If a complete investigation of the soil properties is 
not feasible, empirical relationships may be useful. The es^irlcal data, 
which is obtained from numerous test results and long-term observations, 
can be expected to provide rcas<mable and conservative values. 
In consultation with engineers front the Iowa Department of Trans­
portation, six typical Iowa soils were selected based on the blow cotmt 
R, angle of friction and cohesion c^. Soil properties and the modified 
Rsmberg-Osgood curves parameters for six typical Iowa soils were generated 
Iv following the criteria listed in Tables 3 to 5. They are listed in 
Tables 7 to 8 for clay and s^nd, respectively. 
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h. THREB-DIMENSIOKAL FINITE ELEMENT PILE MODEL 
k.l. Introduction 
A state-of-the-nrt mathematicel model that can be used to help evalu­
ate the safety of piles in skewed bridges with integral abutments is 
described herein. Normally, for a skewed bridge with integral abutments 
subjected to a change in temperature, thermal movements caused Iqr temper­
ature changes in most oases include biaxial behavior in the pile. Thus, 
a three-dimensional behavior of soil-pile interaction is to be considered 
for all components of the ^fsteo, with compatibility and equilibrium 
enforced throu^out. 
The mathematical model developed in this study was limited to defining 
the behavior of soil-pile interactif. A combination at a one-dimensional 
idealisaticm for the piles (beam column) and an equivalent spring ideali­
zation for the soil, which includes vertical springs, lateral springs, and 
a point spring, are shown in Fig. 10. 
h.2. Three-dimensional Bean Finite Element 
Basically, two different approaches have been pursued in incremental, 
nonlinMT finite elemmt analysis. In the first, static and kinematic 
variables are referred to Eulerian (convected) coordinates in each load 
step. This i^rocedure is generally called the &ilerian, convected, or 
moving coordinate forsKlation. In this approach, the gewaetry of the 
continua is updated, and the deformations are asswed to be infinitesimli 
hence, the linear relatiws can be used. The incremental governing equa­
tions are obtained by applying the principle of virtual worit or other 
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equivalent theorems to the continuum using its current configuration and 
stress [1*3]. 
In the second approach, which is generally called the Lagrangian, 
stationary Lagrangian, or total lagrangian formulation, all static and 
kinematic variables are referred to the original configuration (Fig. U). 
The advantage of the total Lagrangian formulation is the ease with which 
it handles the houndary conditions and nonhomogeneities. For large dis-
placement problems, the construction of shape functions for flexural 
problems is quite difficult and complex if the convergence conditions of 
the finite element method are to be met As the rotations become 
large, a condiment originally along the coordinate axis of the beam is no 
longer along that axis. Therefore, the assumed shape functions in the 
axial (linear) and transverse (cubic) directims are not compatible. This 
effect restricts the rotations to moderate values. 
An updated Lagrangian formulation, which reduces the efforts in compu-
tatim for problems where the nonlinearities arise from material nonlinear-
ity and finite displacement and rotation, is presented here In the 
updated Lagrangian formulation, the coordinates rotate and translate with 
the body but do not deform with it (Fig. 11). In static analysis, time 
is used to represent a loading parameter and not real time. Hence, t+ùt 
refers to conditions after & load increment 6F has been added. If the 
strains are moall, this formlation linearizes the strain-dis^acement 
relations in terms of the displacements relative to the element moving 
chord. Strictly speaking, the updated lagrangian formulation is a mixed 
procedure of the ^ilerian and total lagrangian formulations. 
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Derivations of the beam-coltmn element with geometrically and 
materially nonlinear stiffness equations have been presented by several 
investigators A condensed description of this approach is given 
here to clarify the notation and approach used in the study. The follow­
ing assumptions have been used in this derivation: 
• The beam elements are assumed to be initially straight. 
• Rane sections remain lûane after deformation. 
• The cross section of the beam is constant and has at least 
one plane of symmetry. 
• Shear deformation is not considered. 
• The effect of torsioial déformation m normal strain is 
negligible (unrestrained warping). 
• The beam-column can undergo large rotations, but the deformation 
within each element from the chord is restricted to be small. 
b.2.1. Coordinate systwns 
In order to describe the ^stem, three ^ es of coordinate systems 
will be defined here: 
1) A fixed, global set of coordinates (X, ¥, Z). 
2) Bodal coordinates (x, y, i)—a set of nodal coordinates associat­
ed with each node that coincides with b^, bg, and b^ (the 
orthogonal base vectors), respectively, for each node. The 
initial orientations of the vectors b, are chosen to coincide 
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with the principal directions of the cross section, and since 
the vectors rotate with the node, they remain aligned with the 
principal directions. 
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3) Element or local coordinates (x, y, %)—a set of element 
coordinates associated with each element. The element 
coordinates rotate and translate with the end points of the 
element. The x, y, and z axes are associated vith the ortho-
gonal hase unit vectors e^» Og, and e^, respectively, for 
each element. These are the updated Lagrangian coordinates 
described in the introduction to this chapter and illustrated 
in Fig. 11. 
These coordinate systems are illustrated in Fig. 12. The unit vec­
tors and e^ define the rotational transformation for any vector compo­
nents between the coordinate systems. 
b.2.2. Stroln-dlsplaccBcnt relationship 
In the updated lagrangian formulation, considmr a generic beam-column 
element with Rode I and J (or 1 and 2) at the endpoints. The element 
has six degree of freedms per node* three displacements and three rota­
tions. The nodal disi^acement vectors in global and dement coordinates 
are designated as to and d^ to d^, respectiv^y. The positive 
directions are given by the ri^thand rule. The (ûlemœt coordinate as­
tern (x, y, z) for the beam-column element is defined so that the x axis 
is updated to remain coincident with a line joining the endpoints of the 
element, while the y and z axes can be defined by a third node which 
lies in the positive x-y plane (K node). In general, the third node 
translates as the average of the two end nodes. In additiw, it rotates 
about the XCKTSI axis of the beam (x axis) an amount equal to the average 
of the twisting rotations at the ends [63], 
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Consistent with the updated Lagrangian approach, the element coordi­
nate system is temporarily visualised as remaining stationary at y^, 
(Pig. 11) as the besa moves during At. The neutral axis displacements 
t & * 
rAative to % , y , # are given by cubio shape functions to describe 
bending deformations and linear shape functions to specifiy axial and 
torsional deformations as 
na 
na 
na 
'na 
1-C 0 0 
0 1-3€^2€* 0 
0 0 l^ BÇ'+aÇ' 
0 0 0 : 
0 0 : 
0 0 : 
i-C 0 0 
C 0 
0 3C*-2Ç* 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
3€*-2C' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(91 id} 
where 
d: 
da 
dj 
d» 
ds 
d# 
d? 
d# 
d$ 
d»» 
du 
d» 
(k,l) 
(4.2) 
the Iragth of the element at time t. 
The u .V , w end • are neutral axis dtffplacewentc whfc*!. Ins.! n.Tt; 
na na na 'na 
rigid body motion, measured relatively to the current stationary 
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dement coordinate ^ stem as shown in Fig. 11 (e.e., the moving chord 
which connects the endpoints). 
Following the usual EUler-Bemoulli beam assumptions that normals 
to the midline remain straight and normal, the deformation displacement 
at each point of the team dement n*y he written aa 
" • "M * "•na 
Froi the previous assumptions, the effect of torsional deformation on 
normal strain Is nei^ected and shear deformation is not considered. The 
rolatlwshlp between the beam normal strains and the displacements is 
" % * & * i (% ) 
g A 
The equation is valid as long as Ov/3x) and Ow/3x) are large compared 
to (3u/aac)^. Althou^ this eondltl<m is similar in appearance to that of 
moderate rotation theories, it is far less restrictive because v and w 
are the dlsi^aeements relative to the updated dement coordinate %. 
reducing the sise of the element, v and w can be made as small as neces­
sary 16U1. 
From Bqs, (k,l) to (fe.6), the strain and dispiacanent can be related 
as 
e - +1(8^1 Ha) C-.T) 
3U 
where 
[a.] . A (12Ç-6), (12Ç-6). 0. P(6ç-1»). -n (6(-k) : 
4. 4 {12Ç-6). 4 ti2Ç-6), 0. p(6ç-a). -n (6C-2)] (b.8) 
• lOyl'tOj,)) (&.») 
|0 1 • (0, -#,((). 0. p, 0, m). 0, 0. -P, 0, *,(S)1 
» » (I..10) 
loJ • to, 0, 4 *>(«). -n, -V,(«). 0, 0. 0, ^ Hi), n. -*>(ï), ol 
Y V V (k.U) 
Y:(() - 1 - liÇ • 3C* (k.l2) 
*j(Ç) • -2Ç + 3C* (b.l3) 
¥j(C) • -éC • 6Ç* ih,lk) 
*1 * -?• P • ~r (k.l5) 
r 
For general nonlinear problema, the solution algorithm (Bevt(m-Ra^8<m 
method) is hased upm the application of a small load increment. For 
this technic, it is necessary to relate the rate of change of force 
with displacement, that is, the tangent stiffness» From %. (k.7) that 
rate of strain É& can he found as [60I 
Ae » (M) (k.l6) 
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or 
ÙC - (B] (Ad) (U.17) 
Once the strains are known, the stresses are computed the con­
stitutive laws 16$]. The nmlinear stress-strain relationship of the team 
material will be approximated the modified Romberg-Osgood cyolio model 
(see Sec. 3.2.3). The incremental stress-strain relationship of the besm-
column element is expressed as 
where is the tangent modulus of elasticity of the stress-strain curve. 
If the thermal strains are considered, E^. (b.18) is m<^fied to 
in which 
AT » temperature above an arbitrary reference temperature 
a « coefficient of thermal expansion 
U.2.3. Tangent stiffness matrix in element coordinate system 
The theorem of virtual work will be used to obtain the eqwation of 
equilibrium. The nodal forces are found as 
Ù0 " Elp (k.18) 
ùa » Bç(ûe -^ç) (k.l9) 
(U.20) 
(f) » /y [gf <fdV (b.2l) 
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where V is the volume of the element. In the updated Lsgrangian formula­
tion, the incremental form of Eq. (b.21) will be used to obtain the tangent 
stiffness matrix of the beam-column element in the element coordinate system. 
The incr«Mntal form of Eq. (k.2l) is 
(Af) - /^[ùsfodV + /y[B]^ÛOdV (U.22) 
The f(blowing definitions are introduced 
/^iBfùaiV • ([kç) + (ùd) (b.23) 
l^àBfaàV m [kg] (Ad) (l*.2li) 
where 
[kg] • dV (U.25) 
+ IBGL'VV" C" 
and on can show, with some manipulations, that 
tisf - • lOyl'lOyJ) (W (&.27I 
The matrix is the conventional stiffness matrixi [k^l is the 
initial stress matrix (or the geometric stiffness matrix), which depend 
linearly cm the nodal displacem^its (d}& and [k^] represents the large 
displacement stiffness matrix, which depends tm quadratic terms of 
the nodal displacements (d). The updated Lagrangian strain approach 
3Î 
Bak«0 the strains and rotations in the element system small enough 
(for reasonably small element sites and small load steps, At) that 
can be omitted {60]. E^. {k,22) can then be reduced to 
iàf) . ([kg] + tkgDUd) 
[kl^Ud} Cl».28) 
The following definitions are made in order to obtain the expressions 
for [kg] and [kg]* 
P. • r odA (b.29) 
* •'A 
• f OsdA (b.30) 
* 
* • - f oydA (k.31) 
M. • ^  f o(y^ + 8^)dA (^.32) 
(my » ^  B|gdA (^-33) 
(E^ )% » / 
• J[ 
'A 
Zg. (I..36) 
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(H*)„ - j V"" 
V" (t.36) 
(k.37) 
vh«r« i • I and J dmotaa C • 0 and 1, rctpeoiivtly, and A r«f«r» to th# 
team oroat-aaotional area. The integrals in Bqs. CU.29) to (It.38) must 
he evaluated numerically since the cross section may he partially plastic. 
Numerical methods are introduced to calculate the current strains and 
stresses (which are functions of n and p) at different points of the 
cross section. In Bqs. (b.29) to (!#.38), o is the current stress corres­
pond to the current strain c (Bq. 3.3) and Big is the tangent modules of 
elasticity of the stress-strain curve correspond to the current strain c 
(E4. 3.5). The cross-sectional are» is correspondingly divided into a 
nuaàier of suh^ements over the depth and width as shown in Fig. 13. The 
number of layers used in two directions must be sufficient to describe 
the variation of material properties and stresses over the depth and width. 
Ebch subelement is assumed to have uniform material properties, and the 
strain is evaluated at the centroid of the subelemeot. The stress is 
asstowd cmistant and equal to the stress calculated at the centroid of 
the subelement. The quantities obtained from Bq. (k.29) to Eq. (k.38) 
are assumed to vary linearly between I and J* for «(8B#e, 
F(Ç) » (PJ - PJ)Ç + PJ (k.39) 
(b.kO) 
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• (ï^ -
M(€) • (Mj - MjK + Mj 
(k.kl) 
(i|.U2) 
The conventional matrix stiffneis ii obtained by evaluating the 
integral [Set Eq. (b.25)]. Using the definition of Eqt. (b.33) to (!».38) 
gives th« exploit form of {k l^ as 
[kq] m 
w
 O
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Th« linear term (GJ)^/)t^ has teen inserted into Eq. (Suk3) even 
though it does not result from axial (normal) strain. It should be 
noted that for a conventional stiffness matrix this term is used to 
resist the applied torsion. 
The geometric (initial stress) stiffness matrix [kg] is obtained Ity 
evaluating the integral of Eq. (k.2b) with the definition in Eqs. (k.29) 
to (b,32) and (k.35) to (U.U2). The explicit form of [k^l is 
iKgl - 1«* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -kj® 0 k.® 0 -k.® 0 k.® 0 k.G 
k.® -k.® -k,® 0 0 0 -k,® k.® -k.® 0 
k.« k,® -k.® 0 k,® k.® -k.® -k,® k.° 
k,® 0 0 0 k.® -k,® k.® 0 
k.® 0 -kj° 0 k.® 0 k» 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
k,® 0 -k,® 0 -k.« 
sym. G c c 
kl -ks k% 0 
, c c . c 
k# k? -k# 
k„® 0 
k„® 
(k.kS) 
!#3 
K,° - ro • Sfj) *,® • 2 'V * 
• & '^'j' \° • ro 
k° . I (Mj* • H/) */ • **(| «I • 5 Mj) 
V - n <"/ - • S («/ - «l"» 
S® • ^  («'i •  ^(-'i - fj) 
k» »J> (k.k«) 
k.2.b. Thr«*-dtm*nmional trangforaaticn matrix and cocrdiiwt» ttpdattng 
Consider the sutitm of a beam-c61%mn element in a fixed Cartesian 
coordinate system (global systoi) as shown in Fig. Ik. In B%. (&.26), 
the incremental equilibrium equations of a heam-colwn element are 
derived by first evaluating the finite element matrices corresponding 
to the element coordinate system (see Fig. Ik), The resulting matrices 
can next be transformed to the ^ obal Cartesian coordinate axes ]^or 
to the element assemblage process [43]. The transformation matrix [T ), 
which relates displacements measured in the elesœnt system at the current 
configuration (at time t) to the displacements measured in the global 
coordinate system, is obtained tv a vector transformation betwe«» the 
element and global coordinate system. The direction cosines for the 
element unit vectors e^ are 
Uii 
n  
•^"lîî 
J * *IK 
(k.k?) 
(kM) 
(M9) 
^ 
Vh*r# I, J, K are unit vectors in the global coordinate ^ateo and 
(I».50) 
*IJ " *J " *i * 
Incremental nodal displacements in the element and global coordinates 
are related by an orth<%onal transformation 
(Ad) » [T] (AD) (fc.5l) 
where 
ITI [Tgg) 
(k.52) 
1 S
 
«3^ nt 
(k.53) 
»»5 
The tangent stiffness of the teamrcolumn dement in the (^obal co­
ordinate systoa is 
(AP) • (AD) (k.54) 
where 
iK^ i - itf [k%p m (k.55) 
As mentioned before, the unit vectors e^, and (1 • 1, 3) 
must be updated to *fter each incremental load in 
order to track the element and nodal coordinate systems. For the pur­
pose of tracking the unit vectors e^, and at the current stage, 
start from the initial stage (at time 0) when the unit vectors o®, 
and are the same. After the first incremental load is applied, the 
incremental displacements (AD^) are obtained in the global coordinate 
system from the solution of Eq. (b.$L) 
'®Tl' 
(to*,) 
(#) 
(i.se) 
where 
{AD^ } » translation at node I in X, Y, and Z directions 
» rototi<m at node I in X, Y, and Z directions 
k$ 
At the initial stage, the third node K is defined as a point in the 
positive x-y i^ane as shown in Pig. lU. At the current stage, nodes I 
and J are displaced to the nev position ^  and respectively. 
" ** + 'Sri (&.;?) 
where 
• position vector of node I at time t 
• position vector of node I at time 0 
The third node (K node) translates as the average of the two end nodes. 
In addition, it rotates about the axis of the team on the average of the 
twisting rotations. Since the incremental dls^acements (âO^) are 
assumed to he smll, the new position of the K node is obtained as 
where 
is the translation term. The small rotation about the beam axis is 
UT 
The quantity in par«nthea«B in Eq. (U.59) is the radius vector from the 
Bddpoint M to K* in which 
^ - 5 ( ^ ^ ) (».«:) 
Row, for the nodal coordinate system, the unit vectors h^. and 
11 ai 
are also updated since they rotate with the nodes. Prom the assumption 
that the incremental rotations and are small, the incrementst 
vectors can he obtained by taking the cross product of the two vectors, 
and b^, and updating 
*ii - »îî + * *ri C" *) 
These current updated vectors must be normalised to obtain the direction 
cosines for the current updated unit vectors. For the next increment, 
t » 0 refers to the previous increment. 
b.2.5. Nodal forces computation 
In the Ululated XAgrangian formulation, the incremental nodal dis-
pdacements which are obtained frcn the applied incremental load 
(B%. are updated to find the new position. The nodal forces are 
then evaluated in this updated dement coordinate system 
in Fig. 11). In the following updating procedure, the superscript 
0 refers to the previous step and superscript t refers to the updated 
positiw, i.e., t+At is replaced by t. Once the coordinates have been 
updated, the nodal displacements {d*} account for wly the displacements 
US 
duft to straining. That is, the rigid tody moti<m has already been 
included in the coordinate updating (i.e., d^ * d^ «d^ * d^ * dg # 
d^ • 0). The displacement due to material straining in the axial 
direction is determined hy 
*7 " *Ij " |(^ - ^ )| -|M" 
" ^j^ t I I ® ( *JI®T1 * *5I®82 * 
• (D^)^ • (Dgg)^ • I (I».é5) 
where 
0 t i , i • the length of the element at tim 0 and t, respectively. 
*r "n • °7 - »i' 
Ajj » elongation 
For the purpose of computing the r^ative rotations at time t, 
nodal unit vectors for nWe I and J are 
defined by respectively (i » I, 3). Element unit vectors 
(x, y, z )  are denoted by e^. Since the nodal vectors and 
rotate with the nodes, the angle betveen and e^ indicates the mag­
nitude of the deformation at node I. For example, the cross product of 
the two vectors ^  and is a vector perpendicular to the plane which 
contains these two vectors. The magnitude of this vector is equal to 
the sine of the angle between ^  and b^. With the asewmption of small 
I»9 
deformation within the updated coordinate aystea, the bending deformation 
rotation d^ can be obtained by projecting this vector x b^) on the 
current y axis. This is illustrated in Pig. 12 and the mathematical 
expressions are given below. 
dj^ " ®1 " ^ ikMy 
dg* " 6% " (ef X b^i^) ' e^ (b.67) 
(k.66) 
^2 " ®S * ^ *1 * ^ Jl^ * *3 (k.69) 
where 
0j " bending deformation rotation at ends I and J. 
The torsional deformtion is fotmd by taking the cross product of 
and ^ 2 and projecting this vector on the current axis of the bean 
(x axis). This yields 
where 
0^ » torsional deformation rotation 
The strain e which is caused by these displacements relative to the 
updated element coordinates is now calculated (%, k.7%. The curreut 
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stress a Vhloh corresponds to the current strain e can be obtained from 
Eq. (3.3). The nodal forces in the updated dement coordinate ^ stem 
(Bq. !*.21) will be evaluated nunwrically first by performing area inte­
gral in Eqs. (U.29) through (U.33) and assuming they are varied linearly 
between node I and J [Eqs. (k.39) to U.U2)], then performing length in­
tegrals to obtain the nodal forces in closed form as 
(f*). ly * (*^1 (fc.Tl) 
where 
«Y -1*1* 
- 1 0  0  0  
CRl 
0 ^ 
t 
0 
—r 0 
-I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
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0 
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(k.72) 
(k.73) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
+ Pj) 
4 (">.75) 
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''KL' 
(i "i + i +1; ("S - "S)Pj - «%) + i5("g - - ®î) 
Ê (>5 - **; M»! + * M <-'I -
35 ("{- «îj + i; <*1 * "X * É '-'i - 'j^ î 
è )®ÎJ • ro <-''i - 'j»? • ro (*i+*,)«% 
g (•? - »? )«ÏJ • ro '-'i - 'j' ®î • ro «"i • »j'®î 
(k.?6) 
Tb« first tern on the righthand side of Bq. (b.Tl) is the linear 
approximation to the nodal forces and, hence, is not dependent on the 
deformation. The second term introduces the additional contribution as 
a result of a deformation. The linear term is given by 
(k.77) 
where C is the shearing modulus, and J is a torsional constant expressed 
as a, functio) of the element cross section [62). This linear term 
has been added to Bq. (k.7$), even though it does not result from normal 
axis stress. 
The nodal forces and displacements in the global system can be 
related to the updated ^stem by 
iF^ ) » itf (f^ ) (k'78; 
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in which {F^} are internal forces due to the internal stresses of the 
element. 
W.3. Soil Spring Finite Element 
k.3.1. Soil model description 
The hasio assumptions employed for the treatment of the three-
dimensional soil model are as follows: 
(1) Torsional soil resistance is not considered in the soil-pile 
interaction [5]. 
(2) Thmre is no coupling between the axial and lateral soil resistance. 
That is, the deformation modes for an isolated soil spring are 
inde^ndent of each other. Parker and Reese (66] have reported 
that the relationship between axial load and disi^acements of the 
soil is not significantly affected by the presence of lateral 
deflections of the soil, and vice versa. Soil behavior can thus 
be divided into axial and lateral parts as described in Section 3.3. 
(3) The behavior of the soil at a particular depth is independent of the 
soil behavior at another depth [67], 
(k) The lateral soil behavior is assumed to be independent in the two 
orthogonal lateral directions. That is, the soil resistance in the 
y direction is not affected by the soil resistance in the % direc­
tion. Two independent lateral springs will be placed in the y and 
z directions, respectively. 
The soil displacements and forces are calculated on the basis of the 
displacements in the element coordinate system as shown in Fig. 15, 
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k.3.2. Soil flprlngs 
If nonlinear behavior is considered, the soil spring stiffness is 
not a constant and instead is a function of displacement. Only the 
lateral spring element in the y direction viU he discussed here, since 
the other soil spring would follow the same derivations. As discussed 
in the previous section, the soil resistance directly opposes the lateral 
disj^acement in the y direction. The lateral soil resistance per unit 
length of the pile p is assumed to be linearly distributed along the 
pile element (Fig. 15). A set of p-y curves is represented "by the 
modified Ramberg-Ofgood cyclic mod6 (see Sec. 3.2.3). In this figure, 
p, y, and (the lateral soU tangent stiffness) are In the updated 
element y direction. The relatlon^lp between incremental soil resis­
tance and displacement can be expressed following (3.5) as 
APy "kyt* (t.79) 
The quantities Ay, k and p are assumed to be linear functions of Ct y 
Ad 
Ay « ll - C. a • [B,](Ad} (b.80) 
(U.8l) 
»  - t l - C .  5 1  A ' l  
* *yJ 
(k.62) 
5U 
By the principle of virtual work 
iàt) » Iky]p(6d) (k.83) 
where 
(k.8t) 
The explicit form of soil lateral tangent stiffness for y motions is 
"•y'r • ** 
•Xli • l/« 1/12 • 1/12 
qfm 1/12 • lA 
(ÏI.85) 
The total nodal forces (f} can he obtained Iv using the principle 
of virtual work as 
'I 
(f) ** ikM) 
or, explicitly, since degree-of-freedois 2 and 8 are for the y displace­
ments of the beam element. 
1/3 Pj,I * 1/6 
t 
'8 1/6 • 1/3 Pyj (k.87) 
The tangent stiffness of the nonlinear springs for the other cases 
(lateral s spring, vertical spring, and point spring) can he obtained 
in a similar manner {see Fig. 10). The matrix [k^ ]^  represents the 
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tangent stiffness for the soil model, which is added to the beam stiff­
ness to form the tangent stiffness of the soil-pile interaction 
model. 
4.3.3. Backwall soil model 
Figure 16 shows the backwall soil model which is considered in 
integral bridge abutawnts. Longitudinal bridge movements may cause 
parts of the backwaU to com# into contact with or separate from the 
soil. In the idealised backwall soil model, it can be assumed that 
the backwall soil is attached to the backwall, so that the soil spring 
properties of the backwall soil can be treated the same as the soil 
springs attached to the pile. 
k.b. Two-Dimensional Version 
k.b.l. Specialization from the three-dimensional iwdel 
The general features of the two-dimensional are similar to the 
three-dimensional version, except the out of plane dis^acements are 
zero (Dg » « 0), that is, three degrees of 
freedms per node in the %-Y plane. The tangent stiffness matrices, 
[kg) and (kg), transformation matrix [T], and the displacosents due to 
straining have much simmer forms than the three-dimensional version [5l. 
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5, BASIC NONLINEAR SOLUTION TECHNIQUES 
In the previous chapter, the finite element mod^ which is used to 
predict the nonlinear behavior of soil-pile interaction has been described. 
The general incremental tangent stiffness equations for the beam-column 
and soil spring elements are the major results. In this section, these 
equations become the basis from vhich a general incremental nonlinear 
s^ution procedure is formulated. 
5.1, The Incremental Load Technitiue 
The conditions of equilibrium for a given structure are satisfied 
^ solving the structural stiffness equations for ^ e unknown general­
ised (global) displacement# given a known applied loading. In a linear 
analysis envirmment, this solution procedure is straightforward beenuse 
all of the atiffttess parameters are constant, that is, independent of 
displacement and expressed in closed form. This is not the ease in a 
nonlinear analysis environment where the stiffbess paramters are then-
selves dependent on the state of total displacement, total stress, and 
material properties, and m^ not be conveniently «(pressed in closed 
form. In this case, the most suitable approach to analysis is to apj^y 
the total load in a series of small finite-sized lncr<&3ÎENT8. FOP each 
load increment, the resulting increment of displacement Is determined fvcn 
the lncr^6Bii&ntal stiffness equations where the stiffness parameters are 
evaluated to reflect the Instantaneous state of the total displacement, 
total stress, and material characteristics that «sclst just prior to the 
application of the load Increment. The total displacement after the 
5î 
load Increment has been ap^ied is evaluated by adding the computed 
displacement increment to the total disiAacement that exists prior to 
the application of the load increment. 
This type of solution Is a pieoevise linear solution, a physical 
representation of which is Illustrated In Fig. 17. This figure shows 
three load-dlsflaoement (P - d) curves for a sin^e degree-of-freedom 
^fstsD. Curve A represents the linear behavior which would result Iqp 
solving the governing stiffness equation for the total load ap^led 
in one incrementt curve B is the pieceviie linear solution which would 
result by ageing the total load In several Increments* and curve C 
represents the exact nonlinear btfiavlor. It Is CIMT that as the size 
of the load Increment approaches sero (or the number of load Increments 
approaches Infinity), the piecewlse linear curve approaches the true 
curve. Since load Increments of infinitesimal order are isqpossible to 
achieve, a reasonable number of moderat^y siscd load increments will 
be apsAied. 
5.2. Hewton-Baphson Iteration Method 
As indicated in Fig. 17, it is desirable for the structural solution 
procedure to come as close to curve C with as few load increments as 
possible to obtain the desired analytical accuracy. This can be achieved 
by eni^oying the Wewton-Baphson method to satisfy cquilibriiw iteratively. 
This approach is characteristic of the tangent stiffness technique 
where, in a given load increment, the Bewton-Baj^son iteration method 
is ap^ied so that the element nodal displacements are successively 
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corrected until joint equilibrium is satisfied. These displacement 
corrections are computed using element tangent stifAiess matrices, 
Which are successively computed to reflect the most current state of 
total displacffi&ent, total stress, and material properties. 
The basic characteristics of this technique are illustrated in 
Fig. 18 for a single degree-of-freedom system which is characterised 
the following parameters: 
0 • Aement stress 
f « element force 
7 • applied external load 
d » element displacement (in this case for a single degree-^-
freedon, this is the same as the i^ohal displacement D) 
Zip • dement material property parameter^the instantaneous 
slope of the element stress-strain relationship 
the tangent stiffness—a function of total 
element displacement d, total element stress o, and the 
state of the element material property ^urameter 1^* 
At a particular level of applied load, given by Fj, the total 
élément stress is given O , the total element force is given by f., 
a w 
the total element displacement is given d , and the currwt tangent 
J 
stiffness is given by This state, f^ich is indicated by point 1 
on Fig, 18, is reached after the application of several load increments. 
At this level of applied load Fj, the descripti<m of the Sewton-
Raphson iteration begins with the application of an increment of external 
Iwd AF, To satisfy equilibrium, the following relationship must be true: 
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fj + Ad - Pj • AP (5.1) 
Equation (5.1) is a rspressntatioi of the linearised incremental 
analysis lAerein the structure is assumed to behove linearly during 
the apiAication of on incremental load AP. Equation (5.1) also estab­
lishes the analysis at point 2 of Pig. 18. This increment of displace­
ment Adj, which results from the apj^ication of AP, is counted by 
rearranging Eq. (5.1) and scdLving for Ad^ as follows: 
4 • "iî <'4 • » - fj) ('•«» 
The increment of displacement Is added to the i^revious total displace-
ownt dj to form the nev total displacement 
^ . dj • 4^ (5.3) 
where 
^ • the new total displacement 
Rote that the subscript denotes the load increment mmber and the 
superscript denotes the iteration number within this load step* 
The analysis is still at point 2 on Fig. I6, where a new material 
property parameter and a new state of element stress 0^ are computed 
in order to reflect the new displacement dy Since the element stiffness 
is dependent on 0, d, and it is reconputed to reflect Oy d^, and 
as follows: 
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The stlfitieas parameter is the tangent stiffness at point 3 on the 
actual load-diagacement curve of Pig. 18. 
The internal force due to the new displacement d^ and the new state 
of element stress is computed in the following manner: 
fj • f{oJ. dj) (5.5) 
lAiere 
f^ « the new total internal force 
Equation (5.5) establishes the analysis at point 3 of Fig. 18. At this 
point, eqgwilibrium is satisfied if and only if the f(blowing relation­
ship is trues 
Fj • AF - fj • 0 (5.6) 
However, because of nonlinear behavior, it is clear that equilibrium 
at point 3 is not satisifed exactly by Eq. (5.6) because and d^ 
were computed on the basis of the previous tangent stiffness while 
f^ was computed on the basis of the new state of o^ and dy This es­
tablished the need for a solution technique like the ffewton-Baphson 
method, which atteins to modify f^ in such a yw/ as to satis^ the 
equilibrium equation E^. (5.6)1 at the new applied load level F^ AF. 
6l 
Since Eq. ($.6) is not satisfied, it is more suitaMy «(pressed in 
the following form: 
ApJ - • AP - fj (5.7) 
where ^  is called the residual or unbalanced force, which results from 
the changing stiffness. The Rewton-Bai^son method thus attempts to find 
an equilibrium solution for an increment of external load 6F, by forcing 
the residual to be as close to zero as possiUe through a series of 
iterations. 
The next step in the iteration method is to attain a new equilib­
rium solution by assuming that the residual is applied as an external 
load 
•  (4)  
2 
where Ad^ represents a new displacement increment, which is a displace­
ment correction to d^, in order to adjust equilibrium to compensate for 
the residual. The analysis is now at point k of Fig. 18. This Adj is 
added to d^ and a new total displacement d^ is obtained. Following the 
same procedures, one computes Oj, and f^. If this Iteration 
is convergent, then this new residual is mailer than the previous 
residual and the true equilibrium solutiw is approached. Solution of 
the displacement for the next load incr^nwt can proceed by the same 
processes as before. 
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5.3. Convergence Criteria 
If the equilibrium is ultimately satisfied for a particular load 
increment, this method must result in a series of residuals which tend 
toward zero. It will be aarseed that the iteration converges and equilib­
rium is satisfied when the most recently computed displacement increment 
and/or residual is less than or equal to some user-prescribed tolerance 
[59]. The convergence criterion used herein for a single degree-of-
freedoB is 
—' < tderance (5.9) 
dî « -
I'fl 
where Ad. is the most recently computed displacement increment and 
J 
1 i^l dj is the current state of total displacement just before Ad^ is added 
to form a new total dispûlaoement. If Eq. (5.9) is satisfied, then the 
convergence is Indicated, equilibrium is sufficiently satisfied, the 
iteration stops, and the analysis proceeds to the next increment of 
applied load. This stage of the analysis is indicated ^  point 6 of 
Fig. 10. 
IR the event that convergence is not satisfied, it may be that 
the displacement increments are diverging, which indicates that the 
iteration process cannot find an equilibrium solution for the given 
increment of applied load. Divergence can be caused by a niwerical 
instability because of the stiffness changing too rapidly within the load 
increoent. In the event of such behavior, a smaller load increment may 
produce more stable behavior. 
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On the other hand, if the load increment is already reasonably small, 
divergence may signify that the structural stiffness is tending toward 
zero, which indicates instabili^ of the structure. In any case, if 
divergence is detected, the Revton-Raphson process and the total analysis 
are terminated. 
The Revton-Raphson process and the total analysis are terminated on 
the basis of one additonal mechanism. It is a safety mechanism and is 
employed in order to prevent excessive iterations. Thus, the iterative 
process is terminated and the total analysis is terminated if the 
nuBibor of iterations exceed a user^speoified maximum. 
The Complete Sdutlon Procedure in Detail 
The basic properties of load incrementatioB and Rewton-Raphson 
iteration described in the previous sections are combined to form the 
basis of the total nonlinear solution procedure. In this nonlinear 
soutien procedure, the most current inforB»ti(m available concerning 
the structure is used to calculate the inermental quantities at any 
step. Di other words, the tangent stiffness matrix at the start of 
each iteration is used to estimate the next increnental quantities. 
It requires the formation of the element tangent stiffhess transformed 
into global coordinates at the start of each Iteration. 
Suppose that current {c j), {o^), (P^) , (î^) , » 
{xj) , {bj}, {ej), (Dj), {dj), ), and are given at the 
j J 
jth Increment and the 1th Iteration. The condition 1 = 1 and J = 1 Is 
the Initial stage In the nonlinear problem. Thus, except for txiJ, 
6It 
t and ^ , the above vectors are null. To generate the i + 1 iter­
ation by the updated Lagranglan method, the flowing steps viU be 
followed: 
Step 1: Calculate the current unbalanced forces in the ^ obal 
system 
- (Pj) (5.10) 
whore 
• forces for j + 1 load increment 
" forces from previous iteration i 
Step 2: Establid* the current element coordinates (x^l for the 
element at hand by formulating the transformation matrix ] from the 
current global coordinates » and (3^^). 
Step 3t Generate the structural tangent stiffhess in current 
coordinates 
(a) Establish at each integration point through the cross 
section (with current strain deformation) i that is, Bq. (3.5) 
is used to calculate ^  for static and cyclic loading. 
(b) Perform (EA)^, (D^)^, (Ef)^, (sf)^, (K®)^, and (El^®)^ 
integrals at each 0»d from E^s. (b.33) to (4,38). 
(c) Determine [from Eq. (b.b3)]; also with current 
(pj), and [from B)s. (k.29 to (4.32)1 
find [kqj] frcw E^. (&.&$). 
6$ 
(d) Generate by adding tfrm Eq. (k.85)]. 
(e) Tranaforn [k^]^ into global coordinates through the trans­
formation matrix [xjl (Eq. k.52) to get (Eq. k.55). 
(f) Assemble (K^]_ into the structural tangent stiffness 
step h i  Solve for the incremental displacement# with the current 
unbalanced forces 
•  i t  Kj]; (5.11) 
Step 5t Update coordinate# and forumlate 
(a) Update coordinate# for node I, J, and K frm Eq#« (L.)7) to 
(k.58). 
(b) Update diei^acemente, • CdJ) • . 
(c) Update nodal unit vectors from E^#. (h.63) to 
(k.a&). 
(d) From the updated coordinate# in (a), find the unit vector# 
in element coordinate gystem from E^s. (k.k?) to 
(b.kgj to formulate 
Step 6; Calculate i^dated strain# and stresses 
(a) Use the unit vector# , and to find 
(dj*^) from %#. (4.65) to (4,70). 
(b) Compute from Bq, (b.7), 
(c) Compute from Eq. (3.3). 
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Step 7: Coapute testent nodal forces in the element ^stea 
(a) Perform numerical integration from Eqe. (b.29) to (k.32) 
and use Eqe. (b.72) and (U.T3) to find and 
(b) Coapute from 2q. (&.71). 
Stet> 8: Find the equilibrium external nodal forces in global 
coordinates 
(fj*^) (5.12) 
Step 9t Test for convergence. If not satisfied* return to Step 1. 
Otherwise, store these stresses and strains and go to the next increment 
load , Each step of this algorithm is tangent to the load-versus-
displacement curve, as suggested before. The process is interpreted 
graphically in Fig. 19. 
5.5 Guidelines for Program Usage 
The basic philosophy of the finite element method is to analyze 
a piecewlse approximation to the structure. Specifically, the structure 
or body is divided into finite elements* sis^e functions, usually poly­
nomials, are assumed to approximate the displacements within each element. 
The greater the rmiber of terns included in the approximation, the more 
closely the exact solution is represented [65]. For example, in the 
beam>-c<dusn element the displacement functions (shape functims) are 
assumed to be a linear polynomial in the longitudinal direction and a 
cubic polynwial in the transverse direction. 
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In the region of high curvature gradients, a finer mesh is necessary 
to obtain a satisfactory solution. For a besm on an elastic foundation, 
four to eight elements in a one-half vave of the deflected shape will 
provide satisfactory results [$]. For elastic problems, the length of 
one-half wave is IT/6 [681 where 
u k 
» • -fe (5.13) 
where 
• the lateral stiffness of the soil 
& « length of the ^ e 
SI « the flexural rigidity of the pile 
For inelastic problems, high curvature gradients occur in the region 
of a plastic hinge and a finer mesh is required to achieve ccmparaWLe 
accuracy. The experience of the authors indicates that the change in 
curvature between elements should be no more than 0*0001 rad./in. 
Mesh sises must be sufficiently fine to model changing soil and 
pile properties such as layered soil or tapered piles. 
load step sizes are controlled by the relative amount of nmlinear 
behavior. For exasq^e, convergence can become a numerical problot in 
the plastic region due to the difference between loading and unloading 
moduli* This problem can usually be overcone by reducing the load or 
displacement increment. 
Mesh size and convergence problems are encountered in @11 types 
of finite element analysis* Usually, these problems are solved by 
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reducing the mesh (or load increment) size until no significant change 
occurs in the structural response. 
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6. mLTSlCAL AND EXPERIMOrTAL VERIFICATIONS 
Based on the theory outlined in Chapters b and 5, two computer 
programs, IAB2D and IAB3D (Integral Abutment Bridge Two- and Three-
Dimensional Finite Element Computer Programs) have been developed to 
solve the nonlinear soil-pile interaction problems for both two- and 
three-dimensional oases* A number of examines have been analyzed to 
establish their reliabili#. 
6,1. Analytical Verification 
6.1.1. Two-dimensional analytical verification 
Several numerical example problems are s^ved using the two-
dimensional computer program IAB2D. These problems were also solved 
with IAB3D to confirm the validity of the three-dimensional computer 
prc^pram. A bea»-cAumn problem and a short, thick cdumn proUen were 
first used to check geometric and material nonlinear!^, respectively. 
Additional ^ blems were analysed, such as: (a) snap-througg* problem, 
(b) Williams' tog^e proMLem, (c) two-dimensional frame problem, (d) 
then»l problem, and (e) soil problem. 
6.1.1.1. Iteam-coilumn problem Figure 20 shows a beem-column 
(SP Ik X 73) with a concentrated lateral load, Q, acting on the midspan. 
Only geometric mmlinearity was considered here. The theoretical 
displacement at the nldspan can be evaluating by solving the classic 
differential equation for a beam-column [69l (refer to Pig. 20). Fig. 20 
shows the relation between P and fi. If P Is allwed to Increase. The 
TO 
loAd-âisplaeeaent relation is not linear. This is true regardless of 
whether Q remains constant (solid line) or increases proportionally with 
P (dashed curve). The displacement of a hemn-column is, thus, a linear 
function of Q hut a nonlinear function of P. The results obtained ^  
running the IAB2D computer program (two beam elements) are alio plotted 
in Fig. 20. Significant differences between these results and the 
classical beam column s<^ution occur only when P approaches P^^. 
6.1.1.2. Short column problem Figure 21 shows a short thick 
column with negligible geometric nonlinearities. Simple plastic theory 
assumes that a member subjected to pure bending will sustain a certain 
limiting bending moment value, If a menAer is subjected to the 
coglbined action of bending moment and axial forces, the maximum moment 
capacity is re&xced [70-72]. Three different applied load cases are 
analysed in this exas^e: 
Proportional Loading 
Case (1) e » ^  • (pure moment) 
Case (2) e » 0,hS7' 
Bonnromortional Loading 
Case (3) 8 increased to Op and A held equal to zero, 
then À increased as 9 is held constant. 
The results obtained from the above Imd cases are plotted in Pig. 21. 
Theoretical values are also shown. The computer program gives satis­
factory agreement with theoretical values. Case (3) illustrates that 
the moment decreases as the rotation is held constant and the axial 
deformation is increased. 
n 
6.1.1.3. Snap-through problem Figure &.S2 shove a sim%Ae 
symmetric truss with a concentrated load at the top. This type of prob­
lem can be solved by incrementing the deflections (rather than loads). 
The load-deflection curve is shown in Pig. U.22. Several positions 
can be used to check the results. When the truss has a deflection lAere 
A equals 1.2 in. (the truss is in the horizontal position), the truss 
resists no load. If the truss has a deflection lAere à equals 2.k in. 
(the truss is bAow horiaontal 1.2 in.), the strain is sero and, 
hence, the bar forces are sero. If A is greater than 2.U in., the truss 
members are in tension and the l<*d increases. 
6.1.1.&. Williams' tcwfgle problem The Toggle shown in Fig. 23 
is the same ^ oblea as the previous section except the ends are fixed. 
The load-deflection curve can be obtained using specified load or 
displacement as shown in Fig. 23. A similar problem with different 
material and geometric properties was first analysed and tested ty Wil­
liams [73]. The load-deflection curve in Fig, 23 shows that the shape 
is compatible to the Williams' test results. 
6.1.1.5. Two-dimensional frame problem A two-dimensional square 
portal frame subjected to two vertical loads and a small horizontal load 
is shown in Fig. 2k. The theoretical buckling loads for the side-sway 
mode are: (fixed base) k60$ kips, and (hinged base) 1170 kips 
[7ki. The horizontal load for the finite element analysis is quite 
raall (0.001 P) but is sufficient to initiate geometrically nonlinear 
behavior. The load-deflection curves for both cases (fixed base and 
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hinged base) are shovn in Pig. 21». The numerical results shov that a 
lover hound on the critical load for the fixed hase is %600 kips and 
for the hinged base is 1150 kips. 
6.1.1,6. Thermal problems Several thermal problsms vere used 
to check thermal strain caused by temperature changes: (a) cantilever 
beam, subjected to uniform and gradient temperature changes» and (b) 
fixed-end beam, subjected to uniform and gradient temperature changes. 
The results, although not shovn here, compared exactly with theoretical 
solutions. 
6.1.1,7. Soil problems Soil mdels were also tested in the two-
dimensional computer pr^raa by checking the lateral and axial behavior of 
the soil springs. K rigid pile ime analysed with IAB2D specifying loads 
and displacements in the axial and lateral directions to observe soil 
responses. The theoretical displacemmts should f^ow the p-y, f-s, and 
curves. The numerical results were identical to the theoretical 
answers and are not shown here 
6.1,2, Three-dimemsiwal analytical verification 
Three sample problems were analysed with the three-dimeneional pro­
gram: (a) large deflection analysis of a shallow arch» (b) large dis­
placement, three-dimensional analysis of a b«adi (cj a simple soil 
problem to check soil nonline&rity and cyclic behavior. 
6.1.2.1. Large deflection analysis of a shallow arch The 
clamped circular arch with a single static load at the apex was analyzed 
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for buckling using the beam-column element, as shown in Pig. 25. The 
material of the arch vas assumed to be isotropic linear elastic. One 
half of the arch vas idealised using six equal beammcolumn elements. 
This arch vas also analysed by Bathe and Bolourchi, vho used 6, 
12, and 18 equal beam elements and 8 six-node isoparametric elements 
vith 2x2 Gauss integration t^3]. Mallet and Berke used k "equilibriusH 
based" elements [75]. Dupuis et al. {76] analysed the same arch using 
curved beam elements. In addition, the experiment results given by 
Ojelsvik and Bodner [77] are also shown in Fig. 25. 
Fig. 25 shows the predicted load-deflection curve of the arch ob­
tained using IAB30. In this analysis, the use of beaoHCOlumn elements 
is quite effective, and the numerical results match the experimental 
results. 
6.1.2.2. large displacement three-dimensional analysis of a k5* 
bend The large displacement response of a cantilevered b5^ bend beam 
subjected to a concentrated end load, as shown in Fig. ?£•» was calculated. 
The concentrated tip load is applied in the positive Ï direction. The 
material was assumed to be linearly elastic. 
The linear and nonlinear soluticm of this curved beam subjected 
to a tip load vas given by Bathe and Bolourchi [k3] by using 8 equal 
straight beam elements and 16 sixteen-node, three-dimensional solid 
elements. Fig, 26 shows the tip deflection predicted by ADIPA using the 
two finite element models [781. The ADIRA solution, obtained with a 
large number of elements and load steps, should be regarded as the 
most correct answer. 
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The numerical results obtained by using the IAB3D computer profppsm 
with eight equal, straight beam-column elements is also shown in Fig. 26. 
The predicted tip deflections match with ADHIA solutions. Fig. 27 also 
shows the deflected shapes of the bend at various load levels. 
6.1.2.3. Soil troblems Several soil problems were analysed to 
check the soil material nonlinearity and cyclic behavior. Since the 
vertical, lateral, and point s^ngs are assumed to be similar and 
imcoupled, only the lateral springs are considered here. For example, 
suppose am HP Ik % 73 pile was embedded below the ground as shown in 
Fig. 26. The soil responses can then be observed by specifying loads 
and displacements in the Y and Z directions. Theoretical displacement* 
and soil resistance follow the p-y curve path. For a specified load, 
the displacement will be obtained from the Bewton-Raphson solution 
algorithm. For a specified cyclic load and displacement, the soil 
response will follow the modified Rsmberg-Osgood cyclic curves. Figs. 
29 and 30 ^ ow the soil response for specified cyclic loads in Y, 2, 
and YZ directions, respectively. 
Fig. 29 shows that the mmviimm displacement in Y and Z directions are 
the same (1.5 in.). Since the length of the web and flange for the B pile 
are very close, both directions have identical p-y curves. The maximum 
displacement in the ÏZ direction (Fig. 30) Is not the sane as It Is in 
the y and Z directions (Fig, 29), even though the total applied forces 
are equal. Since the soil springs In the Y and Z directions are assumed 
to be Independent, the total applied force in YZ direction can be resolved 
into Y and Z components (TOT kips). These forces produce maximm displace-
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mente in both the ï and Z directions at 0.9 in. or a total of 1.3 in. in 
the ÏZ direction which is less than the maximum, displacement for Y and Z 
cases. 
6.2. Experimental Verification 
The results from four experimental pile tests will now he compared to 
results from the IAB2D program. The experimental tests consist of an axial 
iMd test oi an end-bearing H pile, lateral load tests on drilled concrete 
piers and on timber piles, and axial and combined load tests on a timber 
pile. Preliminary investigations of the first two exam#ee were conducted 
by Yang et al. [5]. The revised investigations of these two exas^es and 
the two final exan^es were conducted by Edmunds [79l. The results are 
summarised herein for completeness, i.e., to document the analytical 
method and the associated computer program. 
6.2.1. Load transfer in end-bearing steel H piles 
In Ref. [60l, the increase in the load-carrying capacity of an end-
bearing pile due to load transferred to the surrounding soil by friction 
was expwimentally studied. Site conditions, pile driving, and instru-
mentaticm were examined. The strain-gage readings were analysed to 
determine the distribution of the load transferred by friction along the 
piles. The piles were loaded and unlmded in increments to 1$0 kips, 
300 Kips, 450 kips, and 600 kips. Prom the ]^ots of pile Iwd as a 
functicn of depth, the true elastic shortening can be obtained, and the 
total displacements at each point of the pile can be calculated by adding 
the accumulated elastic shortening to the observed tip displacements [5l. 
Two sets of f-z and qrs curves (one set for each pile) can be constructed 
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[30 ]. Since all the pile load tests were held at the same site, the 
final set of f-z curves vas taken as the average of the f-s cufves from 
the HP 1& X 89 and HP Ik x 117. Soil parameters for the modified Bam-
herg-Oigood cyclic curves are obtained by approximately fitting the 
irregular shape of the average f-s curves and q«s curves. The pile is 
subdivided into eight elements of unequal length. The Bamberg-Osgood 
parameters used in the analysis are given in Tables 9 and 10& The load-
settlement curves for the BP Ik x 117 pile, both observed and predicted 
values, are plotted in Fig. 31. The result* calculated from the computer 
solution (IAB2D) are a fairly good approximation to the results obtained 
in the experiment. 
6.2.2. lateral load tests on drilled piers in stiff clay 
Two drilled piers were selected from the laterally loaded pile tests 
conducted by Bkushan et al. [61]. Measûrements of horizontal ground line 
displacements were made for two piers. Soil pr^erties, as determined 
borings at each test site, are summarized in Table 11. The two piers 
were constructed with a spacing of about 20 ft. and were loading ^  
jacking between them. Displacements of the piers were smsured the 
dial gauges located one ft. above ground surface. The properties of 
Table 11 are consistent with a very stiff clay. Thus, the p-y curve 
was approximated using the Bajnberg-Osgood parameters for very stiff 
clay given in Table 3. 
The displacements at the top of the pier are plotted in Fig, 32 
(Pier Ko. I) and Pig. 33 (Pier Ho. 2). A comparison between the pre­
dicted values obtained from IAB2D and the experimental results shows 
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that the results are within limits usually expected vith this type of 
analysis (30 percent approximately). The error in the initial stiffness 
in these figures is caused by the apprctimation of the initial slope of 
the p-y curves. 
6.2.3. Lateral load tests on timber piles 
lateral load tests were conducted by Alisadeh [821 on four instru­
mented, Class B timber piles at two sites approximately 1000 ft. apart. 
The two piles at each test site were seven ft. apart. The soils at Test 
Site 1 consisted of four ft. of sand and gravel underlaid by layers of 
clay. The soils at Test Site 2 consisted of a Ic^er of '*fat clay" over 
layers of silt and "lean clay." At both sites» the cl*^ soils had a soft 
to medium consistency. The timber piles used were k3 ft. long and were 
slightly tapered (one ft. diameter near the ground surface and 0.6 ft. 
diameter near the tip). The modulus of elasticity of each pile was 
determined from calibration tests and is f^vem in Table 12 [82%. For 
the clay and silt soils, average undrained cohesion values of 620 psf 
at Test Site 1 and 670 psf at Test Site 2 were used. For determining 
the Kamberg-Osgood parameters in Table 3, these soils were assumed to 
be soft clay. The sand and gravel layer at Test Site 1 was assumed to 
be a mediums sand. A constant pile diameter equal to the average diam­
eter of the upper half of the embedded portion of the pile wis used. 
The ultimate strength of the timber was estimated to be 7230 psi [83]. 
The experimental results and the results obtained with the finite 
element program are compared in Figs. 3^ to 36. For the smaller loads. 
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the results from the program for piles 1-A and 1-B are close to the 
experimental values, but for the 20 kip applied load, there is quite 
a difference (Pigs. 3^ and 36). The computed results were not as close 
to the experimental results for piles 2-A and 2-B. The discrepancies 
are mainly due to inadequate modeling of the soil, that is, the variation 
of soil properties with depth was not clearly defined. Better computed 
result* could be obtained if more information on the variation of soil 
properties with depth were available. Some accuracy is also lost by 
approximating the soil resistance-displaoement curves with the Bamberg-
Osgood equation. 
6.2.b. Pile response to axial and lateral loading 
Cmbined axial and lateral load tests were conducted on three pile 
groups and on a single pile by Stevens et al. [8^]. The experimental 
data for the single pile will be conqpared to values predicted by the 
finite element program. The soil profile at the test site is shown in 
Pig. 37. A schematic diagram of the pile is also shown in Pig. 37. The 
piles used in the test were untreated green Doutas fir piles. The 
mx^ulue of elasticity and ultimate strength of the tiiAer were talum to 
be 2000 ksi and 3615 psi, respectively (83]. The piles had initial 
lengths of U3 to k) ft. 
The piles were subject to four types of tests: cyclic preloading, 
pile driving effects, axial load testing, and combined load testing. 
The results of the axial and conAined load tests will be presented here. 
For the axial load tests, the loads were applied in 60 kip inen^sente 
until failure. For the combined load test, an axial load of 60 kirs 
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vas first applied to the pile. Then, a lateral load vas applied to the 
pile 28 in. above the ground surface in increments of 12 kips until 
failure. The lateral deflection vas measured 33 in. above the ground 
surface. 
For the finite element program, the 20-ft .-thick layer of sand near 
the surface vas assumed to be mediim sand. The silty clay and sandy silt 
layers were modeled as stiff clay and the layer of sand near the bottom 
of the pile vas assumed to be dense sand. The curve parameters for each 
layer vere determined from the equations in %bles 3, k, and A 
constant pile diameter of 11,75 in. vas used f«r the computer analysis. 
The boundary conditions used in the computer analysis are shown in Fig. 
37. The pile vas assumed to be pinned at the top of the vertical l^drau-
lie jack. The pile cap and hydraulic jack were modeled as a single rigid 
element. 
The results of the experimental tests and the cosputer analysis are 
shown in Figs. 38 and 39. These figures show that the results obtained 
using the finite dement program are close to the observed values, al-
thou^ the finite element program does predict a lower ultimate load 
for the axial load test. 
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7. PUE BEHAVIOR IN UtTEORAL ABUTMENT BRIDGES 
7.1. Introduction 
An idealised oathematical mod6 of on integral abutment bridge 
is shown in Fig. 3. In the soil-pile interaction problem, the pile will 
take a shape similar to the solid line in Fig. W, as the pile is sub-
jsctsd to the specified lateral dis^aosment (to simulate induced 
thermal expansion or contraction) and no rotation (since the bridge 
is much stiffer than the pile) at the pile top. As the vertical load V 
(to simulate the bridge load) is applied, the pile deflects as illustrated 
by the dashed line. As can be seen, some of the soil si^ngs will be 
subjected to load reversals (cyclic loading). Similarly, som of the 
pile moments are reversed during this loading history. A modified 
Romberg-Osgood cyclic model (see 3.2.3) for soil and pile cyclic behavior 
has been adopted. A typical pile (HP 10 x tt2) in an integral abutment 
bridge with an embedded length of about kO feet will be used to evaluate 
the ultimate vertical load capacity after the specified lateral displace­
ment has occurred. Timber and concrete piles are also included in this 
study. Six typical Iowa soils (Tables 7 and 8) were selected to study 
the soil-pile interaction in integral abutment bridges. 
7.2. Steel Piles in Honskewed Bridges 
7.2.1. Frieti<m and end-bearlng piles 
The effect of the horizontal pile top displacement on the pile ca­
pacity for friction and end-bearing piles bending about the week axis 
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will te analyzed. The point spring resistance in the end-bearing piles 
is taken to be large to simulate stiff rook. In the IAB2D program, the 
total displacement is applied in increments of 0.5 in., while V is 
held equal to zero. Once the total is achieved (0, 1, 2, or k in.) 
V is increased in increments of $ kips or 10 kips until the vertical 
capaci^ of the pile is reached. 
Results obtained by running the IAB2D program will be presented 
here to show the behavior of a steel H pile embedded in Iowa soils. 
(Chapter 3 sumnarizes the soil ^ operties.) Sets of vertical load-
settlement curves with specified lateral displacements (see Fig. Uo) for 
a friction pile in very stiff day and end-bearing piles in e<^ clay and 
loose sand are shown in Fig. Ul throu^ !»3 respectively. These are typi­
cal of the other eases. The ultlmite vertical load is determined 
from a loo^displaeement diagram using the fdlowing procedures. For 
piles lAose load-displacement curve exhibit a definite naiximttn load, this 
maximum load is taken as the ultimate load. For all other piles, a line 
with a slope of AS/L is drawn through the origin of the load-displacement 
curve. A second line, which intersects the settlement axis at (0.15 * 
0.1b) inches, is drawn parallel to the first line. The value b is the 
diameter or width of the pile in feet. The intersection of the second 
line and the load-displacement curve gives the ultimate vertical load [5, 
85). Rwdlmenslonal forms of the ultimate pile load ratio versus 
the specified lateral displacement for friction piles and end-bearing 
piles in different types of Iowa soils are shown in Figs, hk and U5, 
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respectively. The value V represents the ultimate load vhen there is 
uo 
no induced lateral disj^acement. 
Fig. kk shows that a lateral movement up to k in. has no effect 
on the vertical load capacity of friction piles. These results indicate 
that for friction piles, the failure mechanism (slip mechanism) occurs 
when the soil fails and pile slips through the soil. The load capacity 
of the pile for the slip mechanism is equal to the sum of the load carried 
hy skin friction along the length of the pile and the load carried by 
end-bearing at the pile tip. 
In the end-hearing piles the failure mode is dominated ^  the yield 
load of the pile. The slip mechanism does not occur. Pig. bg (a and b) 
shows that the ultimate load-carrying capacity of the pile is reduced in 
soft cl^ and loose sand. Since the lateral stiffness of the soil in 
soft clay and loose sand is r^ativ^y sawll, the pile is permitted to 
deflect laterally under vertical load and the lateral failure mode even­
tual]^ develops* Fw the stiff soils, the full yield load of the pile is 
devAoped before lateral motions are permitted. 
7.2.2. Effect of cyclic lateral displacements 
Two cases are presented here to illustrate the effect of cyclic 
lateral displacements m pile capacity: friction piles in very stiff 
clay and end-bearing piles in soft clay. These are the cases most likely 
to be affected by cyclic loading. The specified lateral displacement is 
cyclically applied; for example, 6^ is cycled from +1.0 in. to -l.O in, 
to +1.0 in. The vertical lead V is then ap^ied. 
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The resultant set of vertical load-settlement curves, after the 
specified cyclic lateral displacements for a friction pile in very stiff 
clay and end-bearing pile in soft clay, are identical to those shown in 
Figs, kl and !#2 respectively. These results show that the vertical load 
capacity is not significantly affected by the cyclic lateral dis^acements. 
7.2.3. Effect of pinned pile top 
The condition at the pile top, which is embedded in the concrete 
abutment, depends on the relative stiffness of the superstructure and 
the abutment. The top of the pile can be assumed to be (a) fully 
restrained without rotation (fixed pile head), (b) partially restrained 
allowing some degree of rotation, or (c) pinned, allowing complete rota­
tion freedom (pinned pile head). The friction and end-bearing piles with 
fixed pile heads in very stiff clay and soft cl^ have been discussed 
in Section 7.2.1. The friction and end-bearing piles with pinned pile 
heads in very stiff clay and soft clay will be presented here. Results 
obtained from ZAB2D eos^uter program shows that the iMd capacity of the 
friction pile is not affected by the boundary condition on the pile top. 
In both cases, the failure mechanism is controlled Xrj slip. Fig. shows 
the nondimensional forms of the ultimate vertical load ratio versus 
specified lateral displacements of end-bearing piles with pinned pile heads 
in very stiff clay and soft clay. In the case of the end-bearing pile 
with a pinned head, the load capacity is reduced more in soft clay than in 
very stiff clay (Fig, kga. and Fig, b6). The failure mechanism in both 
cases is controlled by the lateral mechanism, which is affected by the 
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number of plastic hinges and the lateral soil resistance. The fixed head 
requires an additional plastic hinge to form before failure. The reduced 
lateral resistance of soft clay more easily permits the lateral mode. 
7.3. Ronskeved Bridge Example 
7.3.1. Bridge studied 
A nonskeved bridge located at State Avenue over U.S. 30, Story 
Coun^# Ames, Iowa, vas chosen as an example to investigate the behavior 
of an integral abutment bridge subjected to thermal expansion and con­
traction. Flan and elevation views of the bridge are shown in Fig. 
It is a 2l*;-ft.-long, prestressed concrete bridge with integral abut­
ments and piers. There are no expansion joints on the bridge# however, 
expansion Joints are located in the apprMch slab about 20 ft. from 
each end of the bridge. 
A section through the bridge deck is shown in Fig. b6. Fre-
tensioned, prestressed concrete beams were used to stqpport a poured-ii^ 
^ace concrete deck. The beans and deck were designed to act as a mono­
lithic unit, even over the piers. The steel piles, pier cap, diaphrsgs, 
concrete beam, and concrete deck were all reinforced to behave as a 
single unit. A sectim* throuf^ the abutment is shown in Fig. The 
pile is oriented with its strwg axis along the roadw^ center line 
(bending about the weak axis) and is reinforced within the abutment cap 
and diaphragm to transmit the full plastic moment of the pile (W 10 x fc2). 
More details about the State Avenue bridge can be found in Iowa Department 
of Transportation design sheets. File Ho. 226l6 and Design No. 26?. 
7.3.2. Mathematical model of the bridge 
The proposed mathematical model of the State Avenue bridge is shown 
in Fig. 50(a). Two types of prtstressed concrete beams, C30-50 and C80, 
are used in this bridge. A simjAifisd two-dimensional modtiL of the 
bridge, which contains one concrete bean, a section of the abutment and 
pile cap, and one pile as shown in Fig. 50(b), was used. The cross-
sectimal properties have been calculated based upon this idealisation. 
Rote also that the bridge was assumed to be symmetrical about the mid-
length. Fig. 51 shows the section through the abutment and the soil 
profile. The granular backfill is considered as dense sand. The abut­
ment pile was driven in an 8-ft. deep, oversized hole through the fill. 
Voids aromd the pile are assumed to be still mpiy. The finite element 
model is shown in Fig. 52. Six beam-column elements, each 20 ft. long, 
are used to represent the concrete beam; two beam-column elements, each 
3.75 ft. long, are used to represent the abutment and pile capi and 12 
elments with unequal Iwgth are used to represent the pile. There are 
no vertical soil springs along the abutment and the predrilled oversized 
hole. Wo lateral soil springs are attached within the predrilled over­
sized hole. Soil properties based on the Iowa soils are calculated. 
The temperature cWmge is taken as -^0® F to +éO®F frwi the construction 
temperature E35). 
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7.3.3. Numerical résulta 
Several cases have been Investigated in order to fully understand 
tlte behavior of the integral abutment bridges vith thermal expansion 
and contraction. These are* (a) no thermal changes, (b) with +60*F 
temperature changes, (c) without backfill, with +60°F temperature 
changes, (d) with a complete cycle of temperature changes (-60*P to +60*P), 
and (e) without concrete bridge model, but with specified lateral dis-
lAacements equal to the displacements in case (b). After each of these 
loadings, a vertical load is applied at the top of the pile until fail­
ure (Fig. 52). 
Vertical load-settlement curves obtained with IAB2D pr<%ram are 
shown in Fig. 53. Case («) is actually a sini^e pile with an abutment 
attached to it, very similar to the eases in See. 7.2. It fails by the 
slip mechanim when the applied load exceeds the friction force of the 
soil springs. The rest of the cases do not fail at this level, since 
the pile is part of the bridge model. As the pile moves dowmmrd, 
the concrete bridge beams carry some load as a cantilever type 
structure. Cases (a) and (b) have noticeably different load-settlement 
curves. In case (b), the temperature change expands the beams and 
activates the passive soil pressure behind the abutment. (See diagram 
in Fig. Since the beam and abutment are not colinear, a m^o^t H 
and shear V are introduced into the concrete beam. The shear V , equal 8 » 
to about 20 kips in this case, is applied to the pile. In other words, 
the pile is subjected to a 20-kips downward load before the vertical 
live load is applied. From Fig. 53, cases (a) and (b) do have a 20-kips 
difference in ultimate load. This is also confirmed "b^ case (c), which 
is identical to case (b) except that the backfill is removed. In this 
case, the initial 20-kip pile load is not introduced and the load-
settlement curve is about the same as case (a). A comparison of cases 
(b) and (d) shows that there is no difference in load-settlement curves 
for cyclic and noncyclic thermal changes. 
7.k. Steel Piles in Skewed Bridges 
As illustrated in Appendix B, pile orientations for steel R piles 
in integral abutment, skewed bridges can be classified into four typest 
the web of the pile perpendicular (Type l) or ^ urallel (iVpe 2) to 
the roadwy center line, and the web of the pile ^ urallel (l^pe 3) or 
perpendicular (Typo U) to the center line of the abutment. In addition, 
some states use circular piles (Type 5) In integral abutments on skewed 
bridges. In each of these types, the pile is bending about its weak axis, 
strong axis, or a combination of both. Bending of piles about the weak 
axis was discussed in Sec. T.2. Before proceeding to an actual bridge, 
individual piles displaced laterally about the strong axis and at kS* to 
the strong and weak axis will be studied. 
T.k.l. Bending about the strong axis 
For H piles bent about tk«f strong axis (displaced along the weaV 
axis), the analysis procedure is the same as in Sec, except 
the pile cross-sectional properties are rotated 90*. The two-dimensional 
program IAB2D can still be used for this case. A set of nondiaensional 
curves of the ultimate pile load ratio versus the specified 
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lateral displacement (6^, in the direction of the veak axis), for end-
hearing piles in different types of lova soils, are shown in Pig. 55. 
The pile heads are fixed against rotation in these figures. 
Results obtained from the IAB2D computer program show that a 
lateral movement of up to four in. has no effect on the vertical load 
capacity for friction piles. This is not true for end-hearing piles, 
since the failure node is dminated hy the yield load of the pile. 
The slip mechanism does not occur. Fig. 55(a) shows that end-hearing 
piles with a fixed pile head and bending ahout the strong axis have a 
significantly reduced ultimate load capacity in very stiff clay. 
Fig. 56 shows the vertical iMd-settlement curves of end-bearing 
piles with fixed pile head displaced four in. laterally for soft clay, 
stiff clay, and very stiff cli^. These curves show that the peak load 
(point of zero slope) for very stiff clay is greater than for stiff 
cl*v# which is greater than for soft clay. The peak load is not affected 
iqf the residual stresses which, in this case, are due to the plastic 
hinges formed by the initial lateral motion [76]. However, as Fig. 56 
clearly shows, residual stresses do affect the load-settlement curve. 
For the very stiff clay, two plastic hinges formed in the pile during 
the four in. lateral displacement. For soft clay and stiff clay, only 
one plastic Hinge formed. This plastic binge formation does significmtti^ 
affect the load-settlement curve of the very stiff clay pile; the tangent 
stiffness is noticeably reduced at point A in Fig. 56. Hence, the ulti­
mate load for the very stiff clay case, as determined the offset dis­
placement method, is less than for soft clay and stiff clay. 
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7.b.2. Friction and <tnd-bearit>n piles tendinR about the 1*5* axis 
If pile orientations of types 3 and L are adopted for construction 
convenience, the thermal expansion or contraction along the roadway 
center can be divided into components parallel and perpendicular to the 
pile web (see Appendix B). Thus, the piles in integral abutment skewed 
bridges will be subjected to biaxial bending resulting from thermal 
movement. Piles displaced at from the major axes will be analyzed 
in this section to illustrate the effect of biaxial bending. The same 
loading procedure is used aa in Sec. T.k.l. except that the specified 
lateral displacement is measured in a direction from the princi-
^il axes (See Fig. 28). The three-dimensional computer program IAB3D 
is used to calculate the load capacities of friction and end-bearing piles. 
For friction piles, results obtained from the ZAB3D program show 
that the load capacity of friction piles is not affected by applying 
the specified lateral disrlacement (0, 1, 2, or k in.) in the 
direction for all Iowa soils, since failure is controlled by the slip 
mechanism. This agrees with the results obtained from the previous 
sections. 
The ultimate vertical load ratio for end-bearing piles with 
specified displacement(0, 1, 2, or k in.) in the direction of U5® 
axis is shown in Fig. 57. In this case, the load capacity of end-
bearing piles is affected 'by the specified movements at the top, since 
failure is controlled by the lateral mechanism. It is interesting to 
note that the Iwd capacity of end-bearing piles bent about the k5* axis 
is between the load capacity of end-bearing piles bent about the weak 
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and strong axis (Sec. 7*2.1. and T.k.l.). The upper hound and lover 
hound on the load capacity of end-hearing piles can he estioated frost 
the weak or strong axis tending. As an expendient solution, analysis 
can he accomplished a sim^ified two-dimensional analysis. 
7.^.3. Effect of pinned pile top 
In this section, the effect of a pin at the pile top on friction 
and end-hearing piles hent ahout the strong axis will he demonstrated. 
Piles in very stiff clay and soft clay will he studied. Results obtained 
from the IAE2D show that the load capacity of the friction piles is not 
affected by the boundary condition at the pile top. In both cases (fixed 
and pinned), the failure mechanism is controlled by the slip meohanim. 
This is not true in the case of an end-bearing pile (compare Figs. 5)(a) 
and 58). For pinned piles displaced four in. laterally, the tangent 
stiffness of the load-settlement curve in very stiff clay is not reduced 
as significantly as it was at point A in Fig. 56 for fixed piles. Hence, 
the vertical load capacity, as determined by the offset displacement 
method, is not noticeably reduced. 
7,5. Skewed Bridge Example 
In this section, » skewed bridge with integral abutments is used 
investigate the behavior of the piles under temperature changes. The 
bridge in Sec. 7.3. is used as a skewed bridge in which the skew angle 
is 30® (see Fig. 59). The pile orientations are classified into four 
different types as mentioned in Sec. 7.3. These four different types of 
pile orientations, as shown in Appendix B, will be discussed here. 
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Since the same bridge is used in this exanide, the properties of 
prestressed concrete beams, abutments, piles, and soil profiles are the 
same as in Sec. 7.3. The mathematical model for this skewed bridge is 
also similar to the one used in Sec. 7.3. except that a three-dimensional 
model is required to account for the effect of the skew. This three-
dimensional model includes a concrete beam, abutment, and pile. Only 
one-half of the bridge in this model is analysed by taking advantage of 
the ^mmetry about the midline of the bridge. The global coordinates as 
shown in Fig. 59 are selected to impose the synaetxy requirement. Ro­
tations about the global X-axis at the abutments and piers are considered 
to be restrained because of the diaphragm tmdemeath the concrete beam. 
Four types of pile orientations In the abutment are considered and 
are Iwded with the following cases: (a) without thermal changes, 
(b) with +6O®F temperature changes, and (c) without bridge beam and with 
for +60*F temperature changes. Results obtained trm the IAB3D pro­
gram show that there is no significant difference in the load-settlement 
curves for different pile orientations, that is, the load-settlement 
curves will not be affected the pile orientations (see Fig. 6o). This 
agrees with the results in the previous sections which Indicate that 
bending about weak, strong, and axes do not affect the vertical load 
capclty of friction piles which fail by the slip mechanism, As In the 
two-dimensional case, as the applied load exceeds the pile friction 
resistance, the excess load will be carried by the concrete beams as a 
cantilever type structure. Hence, case (a) continues to carry an 
increasing load beyond case (c). Cases (a) and (b) have a noticeable 
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difference because of the pile pre-load induced ty the thermal expansion, 
as illustrated in Fig. Sk. 
The deflected shape of the skewed bridge (in the plan view) after 
thermal expansion is also shown in Fig. 59* If the soil springs acting 
on the abutment in the tangential direction, which respresent the friction 
resistance of the backfill, did not exist, the bridge would move toward 
the upper right. 
7,6, Timber and Concrete Files 
Files are available in a variety of sizes, shapes, and materials to 
suit many special retirements, including econooie coq^etition. Piles 
can be classified by the principal materials of which they consist, for 
«Mflq^e, timber, concrete, and steel piles. Steel H piles have been 
discussed in Sees, 7,2. and 7.b. Circular timber and concrete piles 
will be investigated in this section. 
Timber piles are probably the most commonly used type. Under mai^ 
circumstances, they provide dependable, economical foundations. Their 
length is limited ^  the height of available trees; piles 20 to kO ft. 
long are common, but longer ones cannot be obtainW economically in all 
areas. 
Since concrete piles were initially used shortly before 1900, 
several types of concrete piles have been devised. Today, an engineer 
may choose those best suited to a particular project. Concrete piles 
may be divided into two principal categories, cast-in-place and precast 
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piles. The cast-in-place piles may be further divided into cased and 
uncased piles, 
A Itou^as fir timber pile and a cast-in-place concrete pile, both 
one ft. diameter and 20 ft. long will be investigated here. Table 13 
shows the material properties of timber end concrete piles (8b]. The 
stress-strain relationship of the timber pile can be represented the 
modified Ramberg-Osgood cyclic model. For concrete piles, reinforcing 
bars are used to resist the tensile force for the internal moment. 
The bean element in the current program does not have the capability of 
modeling the post-cracking behavior of reinforced concrete piles. The 
representation of the bond/anchorage/cracking behavior of reinforced 
concrete is a ccotplex phenomenon which has not been completely solved 
by state-of-the-art methods. The scope of this project did not permit 
incorporation of such behavior. In addition, since the pile is pre­
dominantly in axial compression, the compression characteristics of 
the material will dminate. The compression stress-strain relation of 
the concrete pile is idealised by the modified B&mberg-Osgood cyclic 
model. 
Using the same procedure as in Sec. 7,2.1., results indicate that 
the vertical load capacity of timber and concrete friction piles with 
fixed pile heads in six types of low soils is not reduced by a lateral 
movement of up to two in. The failure for both timber and concrete 
friction piles with vertical loads is by the slip mechanism. Point 
bearing timber and concrete piles are not analyzed. 
As described above, these analyses are based upon a Romberg-Osgood 
representation of the timber and concrete materials, which implies 
unlimited ductility. This is not necessarily true. Hence, the above 
conclusion that the capacity of a friction pile is unaffected by lateral 
displacements of up to two in. will be true only if the pile has the 
ductility to develop a full i^astic mment and, subsequently, to behave 
as a plastic hinge for the required rotations. The results of the finite 
element analysis indicate that, for a two in. lateral dis^acement, the 
plastic hinge rotation required at the top of a pile is approximately 
0.04 radians over a 2k in. length in timber and over a 12 in. length 
in concrete. 
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8. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FURTHER WORK 
8.1. Summary 
The highway departments of all fifty states were contacted to find 
the extent of application of integral abutment bridges, to survey the 
different guidelines used for analysis and design of integral abutment 
bridges, and to assess the performance of such bridges through the years. 
The survey showed a wide variation in design assumptions and limitations 
among the various states in their approach to the use of integral abut­
ments. The survey also showed that the variations among the different 
states are due largely to the empirical basis of current design criteria, 
thereby underscoring the need for a simple, rational method of accurately 
predicting pile stresses. 
The states that use integral abutments indicated that they were 
generally satisfied with the performance of the bridges and these bridges 
were economical. Some problems have been reported, however, concerning 
secondary effects of inevitable lateral displacements at the abutment. 
These include abutment, wlngwall and pavement distress and backfill 
erosion. Only a few states noted that any difficulty had been encountered. 
Other states reported that solutions have bew developed for most of the 
111 effects of abutment movements. 
Survey responses also Indicated that 26 states use integral type 
abutments on skewed bridges. Moat states design Integral abutments on 
skewed bridges on the basis of empirical experience, and no theoretical 
analysis is Introduced in design. Fifteen states orient their piles 
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with the veb of the piles perpendicitlsr to eenterline of the abutment so 
that bending will be primarily about the strong axis. However, the 
8urv4^ responses showed that most states ignore thermally-induced bending 
stresses caused by transverse and longitudinal movement. No special 
treatment is given to backfill and pile cap on skewed bridges. As for 
approach slab, it might be tied to the abutment with dowels, or an 
expansion joint may be provided between the approach slab and the bridge 
slab. 
The parameters needed to describe the behavior of the soil are given 
in Chapter 3. Three types of soil resistance-displacement curves were 
developed: lateral, vertical, and pile tip. The parameters needed for 
each curve are the initial stiffness, the ultimate soil resistance, and 
a shape parasMter. Eàch of these curves ms approcimated using a 
modified Ramberg-Osgood BWd<d. This model was expanded to include 
cycliO' loadings. The cmstants used in the modified Ranberg-Osgood model 
for clay and sand were determined by approximating analytical expressions 
of others. Six typical Iwa soils were identified for the use of 
numerical examples. 
An algorithm based upon a nonlinear finite element procedure was 
developed to study the soil-pile interaction in integral abutment bridges. 
The finite element idealization consists of a one-dimensional idealiza­
tion for the pile and nonlinear spring for the foundation. Incremental 
finite elements with an updated lagrangian formulation and material 
Ronlinearities were used. For the purpose of treating arbitrarily large 
rotations, node orientations were described by unit vectors. The nodal 
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forces were evaluated by numerical integration through the cross 
section. Explicit forms of the tangent stiffness in the element coor­
dinate are presented. Updating of the element coordinates in three 
dimensions is also described. The numerical techniques available for 
the solutions of the nonlinear equations are reviewed, and the incre­
mental and iterative techniques used in the study are discussed in 
detail. Two computer programs, IAB2S and IAB30 (Integral Abutment 
Bridge Two- and Three-Dimensional Finite Element Computer Programs) 
have been developed to solve the nonlinear soil-pile interaction prob­
lems for both two- and three-dimensional cases. A number of analytical 
and experimental examples have been analysed to establish their relia­
bility. 
In Chapter 7, MWQf analytical examples are presented in which a 
pile was given a lateral dis^acement to simulate the bridge expansion. 
A vertical load was then applied until failure occurred. These examples 
showed that for the cases studied in lom soils, friction R piles exper­
ienced no decrease in load-carrying capacity for lateral displacements 
up to four in. This was true whether the pile ws bent about the strong 
axis, weak axis, or from either axis. This was also true for timber 
and concrete piles displaced up to two in. All of these cases failed by 
a slip mechanism. However, end-bearing piles did show significant 
reductions in load-carrying capacity for similar lateral displacements 
and for bending about all three axies. These cases failed by a lateral 
mehcanism. Other examples showed that the cyclic behavior had no effect. 
Examples with skewed and nonskewed bridges showed no effect on the pile 
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capacity since these piles were friction piles. However, the longitudinal 
expansion of the bridges introduced a preload on the pile which reduced 
the effective pile capacity. 
8.2. Conclusions 
The ultimate load capacity for friction piles was not affected by 
lateral displacements of up to four in. for H piles and up to two in. 
for timber and concrete piles. However « the ultimate load capacity was 
significantly reduced for lateral displacements greater than two in. 
for end-bearing piles. Pile orientation of friction piles does not 
reduce the load ca^city of the piles for lateral displacements up to 
four in., but it does reduce the load capacity of the piles for end-
bearing piles. The load capacity of friction piles is not affected by 
cyclic loadings. 
A vertical preload was introduced on the pile Iv the thermal expan­
sion of the bridge as it pushed the abutment against the backfill. The 
load capacity of the pile was, thus, effectively reduced. 
For the time being, the maximum allowable length for bridges with 
integral butments can not be deteminted precisely. The safe length of 
the bridge not only depends on the properties of the soil and piles, but 
also on the backwall soil model, approach slab, etc. An approximation 
of detemlning the bridge safe length based on the thermal expansion and 
contraction on the structural integrity of the piles is 
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where is the length of the bridge, a is the coefficient of thermal 
expansion for the material in the bridge superstructure, AT is the 
average temperature change* and 6^ is allowable thermal movement. 
It is important to note that analysis presented herein was for 
the structural integrity of the piles only. Other factors, notably the 
effects of the abutment movement on the approach slab and fill and the 
effects of the induced axial stresses in the superstructure, must also 
be considered. While these factors have a relatively small effect on 
shorter bridges, as longer bridges with integral abutments are built 
these problems will become of greater importance. 
8.3. Further Work 
1) A scale model of a pile in in integral abutment bridge could be 
set up and tested in the laboratory. The experimental results 
can be compared to the results obtained from the analytical meth<^s. 
2) An actual bridge could be instrumented to sMnitor thermal movements 
and piling stresses during temperature change. 
3) A study of the backfill and the apprcMch slab under cyclic thermal 
BWfvements would determine the most suitable type of approach slab to 
be used with the integral abutment type of bridges. 
k) A stu^y of the effects of the pile preload cauoed the thermal 
expansion of the bridge is needed. 
5) The effects of the abutment movement on the approach slab and fill 
and the effects of the induced axial stresses in the superstructure 
need further consideration. 
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Table i. Integral abutment bridge length limitations (1961) 
Number of States 
Maximum Length Steel Concrete Prestressed 
800 1 1 
500 1 2 
I>50 1 3 
too 2 3 b 
350 1 3 1 
300 8 8 8 
250 2 1 
200 5 1 2 
150 1 
100 1 
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Table 2. Flow chart for determining the reversal values of loading 
and unloading 
®c. *Ct HI • c,1 
>9 , 
. 
*1+1 " *1 
UNLOADING 
c - 1-1- °c. 1+1 
» THE CORVEHCED 8TRMR OF THE PREVIOUS IBCREMBBT i, 
0^ • THE CORVERCED STRESS OF THE PREVIOUS BICRSMSIPr i, 
e, . » THE REVERSAL STRAIN OF THE PREVIOUS IBCREMEBT i, 
c,i 
®c,i * ^  Reversal stress of the previous iscres®^ i, 
* THE UPDATED 8TRAI» OF THE CURREBT dCRSMEBT 1+1, 
» THE UPDATED STRESS OF THE CURREBT IBCREMEHT 1+1, 
» THE UPDATED REVERSAL 8TRAIII OF THE CURREBT KICREKEBT 1+1, C,l+1 
4^1 - THE UPDATED REVERSAL STRESS OF THE CURREBT IBCREMEBT 1+1. 
c,i+i 
Table 3. Analytical forms of p-y curves 
Case 
Basic p-y Curves 
Equations p^ (use lesser value) Esi 
Soft Clay, 
Static Load 
Stiff Clay, 
Static Load 
p/p„ • 0.5 (y/yjo»^' • » «U* 
P.. * (3 • x)cJB 
Pu "9 c^B 
p. ' (3 + f- : * lif *'««» 
Very Stiff Clay, 
Static Load 
Sand, 
Static Load 
P/P. • 0.5(jr/y55)^ ® 
p/p^ » taj>h(Eg^y/p^) 
Pu " 9 V 
Pu • (3 • ^  X • x)c„B 
Pu " Y % [B(kp - • 
X k tan a (tan ft) + 
P 
X k tan ft (tan * - tan o)) 
o 
Pu " - k^)B 
JYX/1.35 
Table 3. (continued) 
Parameter Evaluation 
e_. From laboratory triaxial test, or use 
"50 
« 0.02 for soft clay 
« 0.01 for stiff clay 
» O.W)5 for very stiff clay 
(Axial strain at 0.5 times peak stress difference) 
c Undrained cohesion indicated for an unconsolidated undrained labora^ 
toïy test 
B Pile width g 
W 
Y Effective unit soil veifiht 
X Dep^ from soil surface 
4» A!r&\« of internal friction 
kp « tan^ (ï»5® • |) 
I' k_ = tan^ (l»5® - ?) 
k « 1 - sin* 
o 
Table 3. (continued) 
Parameter Evaluation 
a « ^  for dwae or medium sand 
» ^  for loose sand 
$ * ^«5® + ^  
J « 200 for loose saad 
» 6(X) for mediwB sand 
s 15(M) for dense sand 
Displacemeot at <N»e-half ultimate soil reaction 
• 2.5 BEÇQ for soft and stiff clay 
» 2.0 BEJQ for rcry stiff clay 
lOk 
Table k. Analytical forms of f-z curves and parameters 
Case Basic f-K 
Curve Equations R Files Others 
Clay 
(Static Load) 
Sand 
(Static load) 
• (2/#/# - a/® ) The least of: The lesser oft 
'max c c 
2(d4bpc^ Y. 
2(d+2bj)o^ IgCy 
2(dCy+b;C,) 
? (2^7^ - s/s^) 0.02R(2(d+2b.)) 0.04Wt 
^ma% CO t g 
a » Shear strength reduction factor (see Fig. 8.) 
Undrained cohesion t 
97.09 • Ub.O (psf) 
c^ • of the clay soil 
c » Adhesion between soil and pile 
CI 
» CW^ (psf) 
It » Average standard penetration blov count 
z » Relative displacement required to develop f 
« max 
» O.U in, (0,033 ft.) for sand 
» 0,25 in, (0,021 ft,) for clay 
A w Cross perimeter of the pile (ft.) 
d » Section depth of H pile or diameter of pipe pile (ft.) 
bj. » Flange width of H pile (ft.) 
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Table 5. Analytical forms of q-z curves and parameters 
Basic q-8 
Case Curve Equation ^max* 
Clay • (z/z 9c 
(Static case) Saox ^ 
Sand • (z/z 
(Static case) *max 
N • Corrected standard penetration test (SPT) blow count at depth 
®®" of pile tip 
• R (uncorrected) if B ^  15 
• 15 • 0.5(B-15) if B > 15 
c^ » Undralned cohesion of the clay soil 
• 97.08 + 114.0 (psf) 
Zg « Relative displacement required to develop 
« 0,k in. (0.033 ft.) for sand 
« 0.25 in. (0.021 ft.) for cloy 
a « Average standard penetration blow count 
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Table 6. Parameters used in the modified Romberg-Osgood models for 
clay and sand 
Soil Type 
P-y 
Calculated 
» 
Used 
JI 1 
Soft Clay 
Stiff Clay 
Very Stiff Cloy 
Sand 
0.669 
0.915 
0.539 
'50 
'50 
'50 
1.5 
1.07 
2.56 
"so 
^50 
^50 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
Calculated Used 
Soil Type k n k n 
(All Lil#) 7.32 1.33 10 1.0 
®c ®c 
q-s Vt„ 
(All Sella) 7.32 1.33 10 -= 1.0 
Table 7. Soil properties and curve lAraaeters for sand 
Typical 
Value 
For Loose Sand 
Soil Properties: 
Blow count, N $ 
Unit vei^t, y (pcf) HO 
Angle of friction, 4)» 30® 
p-y Curw Parameters: 
n 3.0 
p„ Cklf ) 0.1&*2 * 0,2m 
for X < 23B 
\ (ksf) 
f-s Curve Parameters: 
3.58K 
for % > 23B 
l6x 
1.0 
f ^ (klf)* 0.5 
max 
ky (k8f)« 150 
Hypical 
Value 
For Hediua Sand 
lypical 
Value 
For Dense Sand 
15 
120 
35® 
30 
130 
ho 
3.0 
0.31*^ • O.klBx 
for X < 21B 
T.Cfflx 
for X > 21B 
53k 
3.0 
0.51%^ + 0.57BX 
for X < 2TB 
l%Bx 
for X > 27B 
ikOx 
1.0 
1.5 
&50 
1.0 
3.0 
900 
q-z Curve Parameters 
n 
V« 
k (kef) 
1 
•These values are for a HP10x^2 pile. 
B » pile widUt (ft.) 
X « depth from soil surface (ft.) 
1.0 
12,000 
1.0 
120 
36,000 
1.0 
180 
55.000 
S 
Table 8. Soil properties and curve parameters for clay 
Typical 
Value 
For Soft Clay 
Soil Properties: 
Blow count, M 
Unit wei#t, (pcf) 
Undralned cohesion 
(psf) 
p-y Curve Parameters: 
n 
Py (klf) 
(use lesser value) 
(ksf) 
(use lesser value) 
f-z Curve Parameters : 
n 
(klf)' 
3 
100 
h05 
l.O 
3.69 or 
1.2S+0.10BK+0.20K 
73 or 
2&+2%+%.lx/B 
1.0 
1.3b 
typical 
Value 
For Stiff Clay 
Typical 
Value 
For Very Stiff Clay 
15 
120 
50 
130 
1569 5000 
1.0 2.0 
ikB or 
I».7B«0.12BX40.78X 
&5B or 
15B+0.13Bx+lQ% 
560 or 
190^.8X+31X/B 
2250 or 
750*6.5x+500K/B 
1.0 
3.86 
1.0 
6.22 
(kaf)* &*0 
q-% Curve Parameters: 
n 1.0 
W (K'F* 
k (kef) 1700 
% 
^These values we for a KP10x^2 pile 
1850 2960 
1.0 
Ik 
6700 
1.0 
J»5 
21,000 
Ill 
Table 9» Raaberg-Oggocd wurometers for f-g curve 
Depth below 
surface (ft.) 
\tyf 
(k.i) 
f 
max 
(k/in.) 
n 
0.0 to 3.0 2.19 0.39 0.85 
3.0 to 9.0 3.11 OM 0.75 
9.0 to lk.66 3.37 0.21 1.69 
lb.66 to 21.0 0.81 0.18 1.55 
21.0 to 26.0 3.03 0.95 1.3b 
26.0 to 31.0 5.56 0.29 0.95 
31.0 to 36.0 10.%2 0.53 0.65 
36.0 to Wk.5 6.7b 0.11 1.55 
Thble 10. BwAerK-Oggood saraneters for e-z curve 
Depth b^ov 
pile top (ft.) (ï§i) tel) 
R 
kk.5 ' 115.7k 3.k7 0.50 
fletble 11. Soil ebarseteristies 
Pier Site 
Ro. Ro. 
Soil 
Type 
Total Unit 
*t.—Ibs/ftS 
Avg. undrained 
shear strength 
lbs/ft.2 
*50 
% 
Depth 
ft. 
1 A San^y Clay 
(CL-CH) 
130 5500 0.96 0 ~ 9 
2 B San4y Clay 
((%,) 
130 b750 0.72 0 - l6 
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Table 12. Modulus of elasticity for timber piles 
Test Site Pile Avg. Modulus of Elasticity,2(ksi) 
1 1-A 2000 
1-B 2500 
2 2-A 1900 
2-B 2000* 
^Assumed, as no calibration test vas made on this pile* 
Table 13. Material properties of timber and concrete piles 
Piles Modulus of Elasticity Yield Stress 
ksi ksi 
Douglas fir timber pile 
Concrete pile 
2000 
k300 
T.5 
k,0 
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BRIDGE DECK 
/ REINFORCED CONCRETE APPROACH SLAB EXPANSION JOINT 
STUB ABUTMENT GIRDER UIN6UALL 
BATTERED PILING 
Fig. 1. Cros»-8«ction of a bridge with exj^nclon Joints 
,BRIDGE DECK 
REINFORCED CONCRETE APPROACH SLAB 
—— III  I—  
INTEGRAL 
ABUTMENT GIRDER 
FLEXIBLE PILING 
Pig. 2. Croas-sectloR of a bridge with integral abutments 
Ill» 
I OF THE 
BRIDGE 
APPROACH SLAB 
BRIDGE DECK 
GIRDER WINGWALL 
INTEGRAL 
ABUTMENT 
AWVVWWWVWVVVWVWWVVVW 
NONLINEAR . 
SPRINGS —' 
(SOIL RESISTANCE) FLEXIBLE PILE 
LATERAL SPRINGS 
DEFORMED FLEXIBLE PILE 
VERTICAL SPRINGS 
POINT SPRINGS 
Pig. 3. Cross-section of the integral abutment bridge with soil-pile 
interaction 
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Pu 
y. 
Fig. h. Typical p-y curve with Ramberg-Oegood constants 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
m 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
y/^u 
Vit'. 5. IfondlKensionaX for» of the modified R»mbeFK-Os%ood frqmvloe. 
Il6 
£_ 
INITIAL 
LOADING CURVE 1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.2 CYCLE 1 
X. 
2.0 
0.2 
CYCLE 2,3 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
Fig. 6. Hystereeie loops in accordance with modified Haci&erg-Osgood 
cyclic model with n » 1,0 
HT 
PATH lî I 'G'*** ' 
*«c.m • ®c,t 
PATH 2: I ®c.1+l " *1 
* • «1 
Fig. T. The determinatioR of reversal values for loading and 
unloading 
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1.25 
1.00 
a 
AVERAGE CURVE FOR 
CONCRETE AND 
TIMBER PILES 
0.75 
AVERAGE CURVE-^ 
FOR STEEL PILES 
0.50 
0.25 
0.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 1.0 1.5 
Cy (k$f) 
Fig» 8. Reduction factor a (13J 
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1.0 
-o- OTHERS 0.5 
MODIFIED RAMBEBG-
OSGOOD 
(a) For clay and #and 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
OTHERS 
IT MODIFIED RAMBEM-
OSGOOD 
(b) For clay and sand 
) ll.O 
o? 
OTHERS 0.5 
MODIFIED RAMBEHC-
OSGOOD 
o!ô Co 5tÔ 
y/yjo 
(e) For «oft cl^ 
0.0 
12.0 
-V- OTHERS 
-A- MODIFIED RAMBEHC-
OSGQ<n> 
0.0 ffto Ï&IÎS SÎTo 
"'"fO 
d) For stiff clay 
A A A 
OTHERS 0.5 
MODIFIED RAMBERC-
OSGOOD 
-o- OTHERS 
MODIFIED RAMBERG-
08GOOD 
0.0 2.0 k.O 6.0 
(e) For very stiff clay u (f) For sand 
Fig. 9. Comparison between the analytical forms of the p-y, f-s, and 
q-z curves by others and the modified Bamberg-Osgood models 
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LATERAL SPRING 
IN Z DIRECTION 
m AHI r 
# 
.ïr^ 
JHII 
POINT SPRING 
^LATERAL SPRING 
IN Y DIRECTION 
VERTICAL SPRING 
Fig, 10. A combination of a ooe-dtmengloaal idealization for the 
pile and an equivalent nonlinear spring iieslization for 
the soil 
UPDATED UGRAMGIAN 
COORD. 
z 
LAGRANGIAN COORD 
I !ft, U. Sonllne&r finite element analysia approaches: (a) Eblerian approach, (b) 
L&grangian approach, (c) updated &agrangian approach 
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Fig» 12. Coordinate sterne and nomenclature 
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for tbree 
12U 
IMAGINARY 
RIGID LINKAGE 
Fig. lb. The coordinate updating of K node in three-dimensional 
beasi-cdluim «Xenent 
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T 
-! / 
—"—1 
15. 
« 
External and internal forces the pile element 
***Pi*c@eents 
acting m 
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LATERAL SPRINGS 
IN y AND z DIRECTION 
Fig. l6a. Idealized backvall ooil model In integral bridge abutnents 
P 
Fig. l6b. p-y curve for bsckwall soil model in element y direction 
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F 
CLOSED-FORM 
SOLUTION 
LINEAR 
SOLUTION 
PIECEWISE 
SOLUTION 
(INCREMENTAL 
LOAD) 
d 
l^ùd-4 (INCREMENTAL DISPLACEMENT) 
Flg. 17. Piecewlse linear solution for » single degree^f-free4ont 
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F 
18 Charactertsfcics of Hevton-Rapheon iteration in a simple 
one-degree-of-freeto» 
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19* iRcresent-iterstion or mixed prcHreâore in a nmlti-degree-of-
freedom structure ({fevton-R^phson solution of the equation 
F « f(D)) 
OA 
3000 
2500 
IAB20 THEORY 
Q = 10P/3600 
Q » 10' 
1000 
500 
Ô7ÏS 0.30 0.10 0.20 
6. FT 
0.25 
FIR. 20. Load-displacement curves for beajo-coluna problem 
} 
I 
r^e-H 
I 
. f 
* 
f 
A A Oy • 36 KSI 
Pig. 21b. Cross section A-A 
4000 
3000 
2000 
1000 — 
Fig. 21&. A short coltaao subjected to awJ-ied load 
THEORETICAL RESULTS 
FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS (IAB2D) 
% 
*al 
( 
tz 
£ 
cgyiL^ 
CASE (2) 
L 1 I I I I 
0.000 0.002 0,004 0.006 0.008 0.010 
e, RAD 
Fig. 21c. H-6 charsctwistics 
0.012 0.014 0.016 
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E - 29000 KSI 
20.0 
1.2"% 
16.0 
VU 
BEAM CROSS SECTION 12.0 
8.0 
4.0 
0.0 1.2 2.4, 0.0 3.6 
4.0 
IAB20 8.0 
12.0 
ri«. 22. Load^efXeçtion characteristics of snap-through problem 
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500 
E " 29000 KSI 
450 
400 
350 
l-D 
300 
S 250 
200 
150 
100 
IAB2D 
3.0 0.0 2.0 
Fig, 23. Ifoad-deflection charactertstlcs of toe^Xe 
CASE a: FIXED SUPPORTS 
Pgp = 4605 KIPS 5000 IAB20 
4000 
O.OOIP 
3000 
u 
QT 
2000 
CASE b: HINGED SUPPORTS 
Pgp = 1170 KIPS 
1000 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
A, IN. 
Pig. 2k. Load-deflectioa ch&racteristies of tvo-dijiensiaoal 
portal frame with fixed base and biniced base 
v% 
2 30 — 
OUPUIS ET AL. 
HMXET ETAL. 
EXPERIMENT 
V 
FOR HALF OF ARCH 
18 BEAM ELEMENTS 
NO EQUILIBRIUM ITERATION 
12 BEAM ELEMENTS 
NO EQUILIBRIUM ITERATION 
12 BEAM ELEMENTS 
WITH EQUILIBRIUM ITERATION 
6 BEAM ELEMENTS 
NO EQUILIBRIUM ITERATION 
EIGHT 6 NODE 
ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS 
NO EQUILIBRIUM ITERATION , 
6 BEAM ELEMENTS, 1AB3D 
S 
S 
w 
R « 133.114 In. A • 0.188 ln.2 
h « 3/16 In. I • 0.00055 In.* 
b « 1.0 In. (WIDTH) E • 10 X lOfi lb/in.2 
L * 34.0 In. V • 0.2 
H « 1.09 In. X • B2 R « 11.62 
9 • 7.3397® IT 
c 
V* 
0.2 0.3 0.4 
VERTICAL DISPLACEMEMT AT APEX • IN. 
Fig. 25. Lwge deflection analysis of shallow arch under concentrated 
load 
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Y 
R • 100.0 IN FIXED END 
0.6 BEAM CROSS-SECTION 
LINEAR SOLUTION 
S 0.5 
8 E(WAL ELEMENTS. IAB30 
LARGE DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE 
60 EQUAL LOAD STEPS 
8 BEAM ELEMENTS 
16 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS 
0.4 
ADII 
0.3 
S 0.2 
0.1 
LINEAR SOLUTIW 
0.0 
2.0 3.0 4.0 7.0 
2 
LOAD PARAMETER k • ^  
Fig. 26. Three-dimensional large deflection analysis of a 
circular tend 
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Y , IN. 
P - 300 lb 
A(S9.2. 40.1. 22.7) 
DEFORMED 
CONFIGURATION 
%, IN 
ORIGINAL 
/ CONFIGURATION 
- -yp • 0 lb. 
A (70.7, 0.0, 29.3) 
Z. IN. 
Fig. 27. Deformed configuration of » circular bend 
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**YZ • ^ n 
SOIL PROPERTIES: 
p-y CURVE 
kyt • kit • 8.333 
n * 3.0 
p„ • 16.666 KPI 
X 
Fi^. 28, HP1^*T3 pile 'iseà to check soil response 
12.0 
8.0 
2.0 1.0 1.0 O.Q, 2.0 
-4.0 
-8.0 
12.0 
PiR. 2$, Soil response for cyclic loads in Y, Z directions 
-12.0 
p. KPI 
Pie. 30. Soil response for cyclic loads in TZ direction 
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EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
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Pig. 31. toa4-settlement curve for HPlkxll? test pile 
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RESULTS 
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Fig. 31. (continued) 
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O MEASURED VALUES 
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Pi#. 32. Load-displacement curves, pier 1 
400 
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GROUND LINE DISPLACEMENT, IN. 
Pig. 33. Load-displacement curves, pier 2 
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4 
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0.0 1.5 1.0 
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Fig, 34. Load-deflection curve for piles 1-A awd 1-6 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
FINITE ELEMENT 
PILE 2-B PILE 2-A 
PILE 2-A PILE 2-B 
2.5 0.5 1.5 1.0 2.0 0.0 
DEFLECTIONS AT 6RQUN0LINE. (INCHES) 
Fig, 35, Load-defleetloB curve for piles 2-A and 2-5 
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Fig, 36, Mbmenfc versus depth diagram for ptle 1-A 
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,2.5' SOUARg. 
CONCRETE PILE CAP 
AND HYDRAULIC JACK 
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MEDIUM, 
SAND 
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lY SILT 
. 37. 
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WTTO SCALE 
Schçmtic diograai of the pile and generalized soil pro'.T' 
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Fig. 33, Loftd versus settlement for the axial load test 
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L:, 39. latersl load versus displacement for the combined 
load test (with a 6o-felp axial load) 
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\ 
ko. File deflected shapes (a) after a specified displaceeient 
(solid line), (b) applied vertical load V in case fa) 
(dashed line) 
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• 4, 
0.0 IN. 
1.0 IN. 
2.0 IN. 
3.0 IN. 
4.0 IN. 
0.5 
Ay» IN. 
1.0 
Pig. Ul. Vertical load-settlement curves with specified lateral 
displacenents, ^  (0, 1, 2, 3, k in.) for stiff clc 
(fricticm pile) 
350 — 
^ 250 
o Ah * 0.0 IN. 
O AJ » 1.0 IN. 
A A? # 2.0 IN. 
^ « 4.0 IN. 
Fi,% i»2. 
Ay, IN. 
Vertical load-settlement curves 
with specified displacments, 
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clay (end-bearing pile) 
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sand (end-bearing pile) 
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Fig. Uk, Kondimmsional foras of ultimate vertical load ratio* 
versus specified lateral displacements Ah, in Iowa soils 
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Fig. l»5a. Bondlmenslonal forms of ultimate vertical load ratio 
versus specified lateral displacements soils 
(end-bearing pile) 
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APPEBDZX A: QUBSfnOSRAXBS TOR BRIDGES WITK imCRAL 
ABVTMBIfrS ASO SUMMARY OF RESFOBSES 
182b 
fttrt 1. Queitlonnalre for Bridge* with Integral Abutment* 
1. Do you u** bridge design* with integral abutment* and without expan­
sion device*, similar to the following sketch? ye#____no_ 
Primary (one) reason why, or why noti 
Xf the anawer ia no, akip the remainder of the questionnaire and 
plaaae return. 
Ç ABUTMENT 
^ BEARING 
PORTION OF BEAM 
ENCASED IN ABUTMENT 
BRIDGE 
BEAM 
^PILING 
CONSTRUCTION S 
JOINT 
I 
2. With what type of bridges do you uae integral abutments? 
steti—pcestressed concrete poured-in-ploce concrete. 
3, What are your maximum length limits (in feet)? 
steel 
prstressed concrete 
poured-in-place 
concrete 
OP - 15» 15® - 30® 30®< skew 
4. What limits, if any, do you place on the piles? (bearing vs. 
friction, soil type etc. ) 
steel pile 
timber pile 
concrete pile 
183 
What typa of atxuecural aasumptlon la nada for the and of the 
girder? 
pinned (momant equel aero) _____ 
other *««wipt tnnm 
What type of structural aaaw^tion is made for the top of the pile? 
pinned (maent equal lero) la the joint detailed as a pin? 
= 1=:; g îiîî*:. m." 
other aaaumptions 
What loads do you include when calculating pile stress? 
thermal temperature range ________________________ 
shrinfcsge __ 
soil pressure on abutment face ___ 
Row is hending eccounted for in the pile? 
Neglect or aasume bending stresses do not affect pile performance _ 
Assm# location of pile inflection point and analyse pile as 
bending mwAer _ 
Reduce bending by prebored hole _ 
Other -
What type of backfill material do you specify on the backside of the 
abutment? 
Does the approach pavamrat rest directly on the sbutment? 
W» — 
18U 
11. Briefly «vtlttat* the perfonunce of integral abutment bridgea in 
your atate (Cwupare to bridgea with expanaion devieea.) 
# 
Comatraction 
relative coat more aame ____ leaa 
apeeial probXema ' 
Maintenance 
relative coata more ___ aame leaa 
apeeial problema 
Pleaae return to: Lowell Greimana 
420 Town Engineering 
Iowa State Univeraity 
Amea, Iowa 50011 
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Part 2. Summary of Responses to Questions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7. 
Steel Concrete 
Length Length 
State Reason Use <30» >30# Use <30* >30# Use 
AL Cost Y 300 Y 115 Y 
AZ Maint Y 253 R Y 330 R Y 
CA Cost Y — Y 320 320 Y 
CO Cost Y 200 — Y kOO Y 
CP Y 200 R — — R 
OA EL. Jt Y 300 Y 300 — Y 
lA Cost If — Y 265 — Y 
ID Cost Y 200 N Y kOO R Y 
IN Cost B Y — 100 R 
KS EL. Jt Y 3Q0 300 Y 350 350 Y 
KY Cost n H Y 300 R Y 
MO EL. Jt Y kOO — Y kOO koo Y 
MF Coat Y 300 9 Y 100 R Y 
HD Maint Y 350 Y 350 Y 
m EL. Jt Y 300 n 300 Y 
KM EL. Jt Y — Y — Y 
HY Cost Y 305 — 
m Cost Y 300 300 Y 300 300 Y 
OK — Y 200 K Y 200 R Y 
OR EL. Jt Y K n Y 350 300 Y 
SD Cost Y 320 •WW Y k50 „ ^ „ Y 

Prestrested 
Pile Loads 
Y kl6 10% Pin 
Y kok B Pin 
Y 230 230 Pin 
Y koo — Pin 
B — Pin 
Y 300 Pin 
Y 265 Pin 
Y koo R Pin 
Length Girder Pile 
End %p Soil 
Uae <30* >30* Fixity Fixity Thermal Shrinkage Pressure 
Pi» Y S Y 
Pin Y Y Y 
P. Res H n M 
Pin » S Y 
Fix Y n H 
a B N 
Fix Y H H 
Pia a B H 
H — — H H n 
Y 300 300 Pin Pin Y Y H 
Y 300 9 Fix Fix Y » Y 
Y 500 500 Pin PI» » * * 
Y 300 M I%n I%n B I Y 
Y k50 — Pin Fix M » H 
Y N — Pin Pin Y H B 
Y — — F. Bee. P. Bes. Y Y Y 
— — Pin — Y B B 
Tf 300 300 Pin Pin B B B 
Y 2(X) B P. Be». P. Bes. B B B 
Y 350 300 Pin Pin B B B 
Y !&50 Pin Fix B B B 
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Part 2. (Continued) 
Steel Concrete Pre* 
tmgth Unxth 
State Reaaon Use <30* >30» Use <30* >30» Use 
TR EL. Jt Y uoo Uoo Y 800 800 Y 
UT EL. Jt Y 300 250 R Y 
VA Simp. Y 2k2 — R — — Y 
VT Cost Y 150 lOO R R R R 
m Cost H Y 350 R 
us Cost Y 200 200 Y 300 R Y 
w Simp. Y 300 300 Y 500 500 Y 
R15 SL. Jt R R R Y 270 160 Y 
Y Yes 
R Ro 
— Ro Response 
» Bridge skew in degrees 

Prgatreaaed 
Pile Load# 
Length Girder Pile 
Ehd Top Soil 
Use 3^0* >30* Fixity Fixity Thermal Shrinknge Pressure 
Y 8Q0 800 Pin Pin R R ir 
Y 300 250 Pin Pin R R R 
Y k5k Pin Pin R H Y 
n R R P. Res. P. Res. Y R R 
R — Pin Pin R R R 
Y 300 300 P. Res. Fix R R R 
Y 500 500 Pin Pin R R R 
Y 300 2!#0 P. Res. Pin R R R 
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Part 2. Summary of Responises to Qttastions 8, 9, 10, and 11. 
Pile 
Bending Approach 
P^ . on 
State Reglect Infl. Pt. Prebore Backfill Abutment 
AL Y Y R Gran. R 
AZ Y R R Cohea. Y 
CA Y R R Perv. Y 
CO Y R Y Gran. Y 
CT Y R R Perv. Y 
GA Y n R Bd. Fill Y 
lA R R Y Gran. Y 
ID Y R R Rd. fill Y 
HI Y R R Gran. Y 
KS Y R R Rd. Fill Y 
KY R Y Y Gran. R 
MO Y R R Bd. Fill Y 
Mf Y R R Gran. Y 
RD Y R R Gran. Y 
HB Y R R Bd. Fill Y 
RM R Y R Bd. Fill Y-R 
m Y R R Gran. Y 
m Y R R Cran. Y 
OK Y R R — Y 
OR Y R R Gran. Y 
SD R R Y Gran. Y 

Approach 
Prat. 00 
Abutment 
Construction Cost 
More Sam lea* 
Maintenance Coat 
More Same Leas 
R R R Y R R Y 
Y n R Y R R Y 
Tf R R Y R R Y 
t R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
n R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R H Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R Y R R R Y 
Y-I R R R R R R 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y H R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
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Part 2. (Continued) 
Pile 
Bending Approach 
Pvnt. on 
State Neglect Infl. Pt. Prebore Backfill Abutment 
TIÎ Ï N R Gran. Y 
UT Y R Gran. Y 
VA Y R R Gran. R 
VT Y n R — R 
WA R n R Gran. Y 
WB Y n R Gran. R 
Wf Y n R Gran. Y 
«15 Y n R Perv. Y 
Y Yo8 
9 Ifo 
— Bo Responso 

Approach Construction Coat Maintenance Coat 
Pvnt. on 
Abutment More Sane Leaa More Same Lésa 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y K R Y R R Y 
R H R R R R R 
n S R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
H R R Y R H Y 
Y R R Y R R Y 
Y R R Y R Y R 

Airt 3. Summary of reaponses to Question 4. 
State Steel 
AL * 
AZ 9 ksi in Brg., <9 ksi in Prie. 
CA Assume $ kips Lat. Besis./pile 
CO • 
CT Use in bearing 
CA Use in veak axis 
lA Use ^  veak axis. Prie, only 
ID * 
IN Use H-pile or shell 
KS Mostly used in bwring 
KY Used in Brg. or frictiwa 
NO 10* minimum Imgth 
NT 9 ksi in bearing 
ÎJD * 
NE Used in veak axis 
NN Use steel «ily 
TWber Concrete 
# 
lot used 
Same as steel 
Hot used 
Hot used 
Use of Br. Length < ISO* 
Hot used 
Mostly used in bearing 
Hot used 
Used in friction 
* 
* 
In friction only 
13 k. lat. R./pUe 
Hot used 
Hot used 
Hot used 
S 
Hot used o 
Mostly used in Brg. 
Used in friction 
Used in friction 
Hot used 
« 
Hot used Hot used 
Part 3. (Continued) 
State Steel Timber Concrete 
HY # lot used * 
OH # Hot used « 
OK Use in bearing Hot used Hot used 
OR « Sot used • 
SD # * « 
TN # Hot used * 
UT Use in single row Use in single row Use in single row 
VA Upper portion allowed to floe — — 
VT 1$* minimum length Hot used Hot used 
WA Use in bearing or friction Use in Brg. or Fxlc. Use in Brg. or Frie. 
WS Use in bearing or fricti<m Use in friction Use in Brg. or Frie. 
m Use in bearing or friction Hot used Hot used 
R15 Use in wMk axis Hot used Hot used 
*110 limitations 
— So response 
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APPERDIX B: QUESTIOmmRE FOR SKEWED BRIDGES WITH ZITTECRAL 
AEUIKERTS ARB SUMMARY OF RESFORSES 
191b 
fart 1. Questionnaire for Skewed Bridge» with Integral Abutment#. 
1. If you demie* skewed bridges with integral abutments, which of the 
kinds of pile orientations shown below do you use in the integral 
abutments? If neither, please sketch the type cf pile orientation 
you use. 
(2) TYPE (3) TYPE (1) 
CENTER LINE PARALLEL ABUTMENT 
2, If you use either orientation, what structural assuuqprtions are cade 
for (1) the top of the pile, (2) thermal «qpansion or contraction (one 
direction or both directions) and (3) diagonal thermal expansion or 
contraction? 
3. When you design skewed bridges with integral abutments, how do you 
treat the approach slab, backfill, and pile cap? 
U, Any additional camsents on skewed bridges with integral abutments? 
1^ :; 
Part 2. Summary of raaponaoa by the different atatea. 
State Pile Orientation Structural Aaauaptlon 
!(•) 1(b) 2(a) 2(b) 3 Pile Head Thermal Exp. & Cont. Ap 
long. Trana. Diag. 
AK ... 
AZ N N M Y N Roller 
Y 
(due to 
roller) 
Reatrained 
by abutment N 
cap 
la t 
ment 
and 
fort 
aupe 
CA H N N Y N Hinge N H N 
CO Y Y Y Y N ---
fi
l 
CT N N N N N N N N N N 
CA Y H N N 
Free 
N tranala-
tion; free 
rotation; 
roller 
Y Y M 
II
I 
lA N W Y N M Fixed Y N N 
ID N N Y Y H Fixed Y Y mmm 
1) Ex 
ia ip 
rigid 
proac 
2) Mo 
ment 
flexi 

Deiign Consideration Comment 
k Cont. 
Dial. 
Approach Slab Backfill Pile Cap 
la tied to abut-
ment with dowels 
and moves back & 
forth with the 
superstructure 
lied 
aent N 
N 
Battered piles are used 
to resist the active 
earth pressure 
1) Steel bridge <250'; 
concrete bridge <350' 
2) No problem in skew 
3) Use pre-drilled over­
size hole 
T 
Bridge length > 
200' use approach 
slab 
Expansion joint 
between the approach 
slab & bridge slab 
Neglect NeglectNeglect  Conservat ive design 
1) Expansion joint Use free 
is specified between draining 
rigid pavement & ap- granular 
proach slab, material 
2) No special treat* as back-
ment is specified for fill 
flexible pavement 
Rigid A skewed three span steel 
pile girder bridge with inte-
cap gral abutment was built. 
Rotational forces fro# 
the lateral earth pres­
sure on the end wall 
caused a failure in the 
pier anchor bolts on the 
exterior girder 

1)3  
Pare 2. (Continued) 
State Pile Orientation Structural Aiiuoption 
1(a) Kb) 2(a) 2(b) 3 Pile Head Thermal Exp. & Cont. App 
Long. Trans. Oiag. 
IN N N N Y N Hinge 
20* Sf 
N N integr 
ed to 
KS ff N 7 Y N Hinge Y 
Uses s 
at bac 
«eut r 
appro# 
of w#a 
KY Y II R II 
Partially 
W restrained 
Ho spe 
witb I 
meot 
MO N N N Y N Fixed N 
MT N N N Y N 
Mot fi 
N Ment 

Oatign ContidecafcioQ CMBMOt 
Oiag. 
Approach Slab teckfill Pile Cap 
20' approach slab Uie Pile ia 
integrally attach- select cast in 150* oaxioun 
ed to bridges granular pile cap 
fill 1 ft 
Uses slab support 
at backwall and pave­
ment rests on slab w/ 
appro*. 30' from end 
of wearing surface 
Backfill 
compaction 
has settle­
ment just 
off end of 
bridge 
Pile caps Cast-in-plate bridges w/ 
are not the end of steel beams 
used into abutment concrete, 
reinforcing to make them 
essentially integral 
No special treatment Special granu-
with flexible pave- lar backfill 
ment specified 
Bridge length 300', max 
skews <30*, pile prebored 
for distance of 8' before 
bottom of pile cap 
M 
Use shear Piles designed for direct 
key on 
bottom 
of pile 
cap to 
prevent 
lateral 
movement 
of pile cap 
on extreme 
skews (±40*) 
load only: <500' for 
prestressed bridges, 
<400' for steel bridges 
Hot fixed to abut­
ment 
Granular 
material 
as back­
fill 
<30® skews 
* 
Pare 2. (Continued) 
State Pile Orientation Structural Asiunption 
1(a) Kb) 2(a) 2(b) 3 Pile Head Thermal Exp. & Coot Ap 
long. Trans. Diag. 
ND N N N Y N Fixed Y Y M 
ASSUOM 
slab 1 
m Y M N N N 
as >* •
 
1 1 N 
ill 
m N If Y N N Fixed Y N H 
Used c 
not ui 
MY N If Y M N « N N II
I! 
OH N M Y H N ' N M H 
Tie tl 
slab 1 
OK N N N N N » 1 1 » 1 1 1 1 1 
OR N N N Y U Hinge — — 
Approf 
tied t 

ion 0«tign Conttderatlon Comment 
Exp. & Coot. Approach Slab Backfill Pile Cap 
Trans. Diag. 
Y N 
Assume approach 
slab has no effect  
Select 
granular 
material 
Abutment Hold skew to a max of 30" 
wall is 
pile cap & 
is reinforc­
ed to resist 
bending below 
super struc­
ture 
N N 
Same as square bridges 
bridges with integral 
abutments 
M 
15* skew for integral 
'* abutment 
N not used on others 
Do not use 
specified 
backfill any­
more 
15" skew; 
lected 
skew angle neg-
R 
Construction joint 
is provided between 
approach slab & 
bridge slab 
Granular fill 
behind back-
wall & wing 
walls 
1) Neglect stress caused 
N by rotation; designed to 
take vertical load only 
2) In skewed bridges, 
neglect some twisting in­
duced in piles when 
structure deflects. Use 
pre-drilled oversize 
hole 
Tie the approach 
slab to abutment 
Same as non Pile is 
integral a- cast in 
hutments pile cap 
for  usual  2  f t .  
short bridge 
Oil country pipe lines 
are not used in integral 
abutments, because they 
are stiffer than H-piles 
about weak axis 
Integral abutments only 
with zero skews 
Approach slab was 
tied to pile cap 
Pile is 
cast in 
pile cap 
I  ft .  

Part 2. (Conclnued) 
State Pile Orientation Structural A#awq*tion 
1(a) Kb) 2(a) 2(b) 3 Pile Head Thermal Exp. & Cont. Appt 
loo#. Trans. Oiag. 
SO Y M y M H Fixed Y * N 
Tied tf/ 
prevent 
of shod 
TN N N N Y N Y M N 
n
il 
UT N N N N Y Binge — 
Expaosi 
ttfeen a 
& bridf 
VA N N Y N N Fixed If M N Bo appi 
n N N N Y M Fixed Y M B 
The app 
aocfiore 
•eat 
WA Y W N Y Y Hinge Y N B 
Approac 
tacbed 
witb al 
expaasi 

I Design Consideration Comment 
rp. & Cont. Approach Slab Backfill Pile Cap 
an*. DÎJÎ. 
Tied w/bridge to 
N N prevent erosion N 
of shoulder 
A construction Joint 
N N between the abutment N H 
backwall & approach 
slab 
Expansion joint be­ 96% of op- I) Steel piles used pri­
tween approach slab tionmi N marily thru granular 
& bridge slab material over bed rock 
2) No problem in ther­
mal movements 
Used 1-6" Uniform Max. skew 10"; 
n N Ko approach slab of porous width & relatively small move­
backfill w/ parallel ment at each abutment 
6" dia. to bridge (±3/8") 
pipe under- skew 
drain 
The approach slab is Vo special Rigid <30® skew 
m N anchored to the abut­ treatment pile cap 
ment 
Approach slab is at­ Backfill Pile cap Calculate moments of in­
M N tached to abutment earth pres­ is de­ ertia along roadway cen­
with allowance for sure is signed as ter 
expansion applied cross beam ' 
normal to on simple 
abutment supports 

>r 
Pare 2. (Continued) 
State Pile Orientation Structural Aaaumption 
1(a) Kb) 2(a) 2(b) 3 Pile Head Themal Exp. & Cont. App 
Long. Trass. Diag. 
WS N N If y y M MM 
Oesigi 
load 0 
WY N N H y N 
Plastic 
Hinge y y N 
R15 N N y N N Hinge N MM 

De#i#o CoMlderation Comment 
u & Coat. Approach Slab Backfill Pile Cap 
iaa« Diag. 
Deaigoed for vertical Deaigned Piles designed for verti-
N N load only — as rein- cal loads <30* for slabs; 
forced <15* for prestressed or 
continuous or steel girders 
beam over 
piling 
Assumed to 
t N Neglect Neglect be a mass Ma* length <300' 
attached ~ 
to end of 
girder 
N M — — cast in — 
pile cap 
1 f t .  
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13. APPENDIX C: IAB3D AND IAB2D PROGRAM INPUT 
13.1. IAB3D Progxtus Input 
The program uses a fixed input fora&t, so all data must be input 
exactly according to the format tpeoified for each card, and the card 
groups must appear in sequence according to their number. An outline of 
the data is given in Table Ik, This part gives the wder in which the 
data appears and when it can be omitted. Prior to constructing his own 
data sets, the user is advised to peruse the data sets for sane sample 
problems. 
Table lU. Input data structure overflow 
Card Group Description When Seeded 
1 Title Always 
2 Pile data sets Alwi^ s 
3 Soil data sets When soil spring 
elements appear 
k Wodal data sets Alwys 
The details of the data sets for each data group are as follows. 
The data card for each card group is given by CABD a.b in which a 
represents the c»rd group and b represents the card mwber. 
CAJ© 1.1 iZOPih) 
Cols. FOgfRAII game Desertistion 
1-30 TITLE An/ 80 alphanumeric characters to 
identify the problem; these characters 
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CARD 2.1 (214) 
Col»» FORTRAN Name 
l-b RKP 
5-8 MM 
CARD 2.2 (2F9.3) 
Cola. FORTRAN Name 
1-9 PIL 
10-18 ARSAP 
CARD 2.3 (Ik, I6, 3F12.5) 
Cole. FORTRAN Name 
IJ* W 
5-10 KODS 
11-22 
23-3k 
35-46 
XC 
YC 
ZC 
will be printed aa a heading to the 
output. 
Deaeripticn 
Number of nodea in the atruoture 
Number of elementa in the atruoture 
Deaeription 
Pile length 
Pile tip area 
Peacription 
Nodal number 
One or mwe degreea of freedoma at node 
Uf are apecified. There are aix intejera 
to define the translaticna and rotationa 
in the X, Y, and Z direetlona, respect­
ively. 0 indieatea no eonatrainta on 
that d%ree of freedom 
1 indicates that the displacement or 
rotation component is specified 
X - coordinate of node IM 
y - coordinate of node IM 
Z - coordinate of node IM 
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CARD 2.k (13, 3P12.5) 
Cole. FORTRAN Name 
1-3 IM 
&.15 XK 
16-27 ÏK 
28-39 2K 
CARD 2.5 (613, 318.3) 
Cole. FORTRAN Rome 
1-3 IM 
W NODI 
7-9 NODJ 
10-12 MAT 
13-16 lAX 
Description 
Element number 
X - coordinate of K node 
Y - coordinate of K node 
Z - coordinate of K node 
Daacription 
Element number 
Node 1 on element IM 
Node J <m element IM 
Member type on element IM 
0 indicates no spring elements attached 
1 indicates lateral and vertical spring 
elements attached 
3 indicates lateral, vertical, and 
point spring elements attached 
Member cross-section^  shape on element 
IM 
1 indicates rectangular cross section 
2 indicates wide flange cross section 
(y-axis along the web) 
3 indicates wide flange cross section 
(s-axis along the wet») 
200 
k indicates arbitrary shape not covered 
 ^any of the above 
17-20 ITEMP Temperature change# on element IM 
0 indicates no temperature changes 
1 indicates temperature changes 
21-28 SW Section width 
29-36 8D Section depth 
37-%!» DC Distance from the bottom of the cross 
section to the centroid 
CARDS 2.9.1-2.9.6 depend on the cross section shapes. ZAX • 1 uses 
CARD 2.5.1, lAX • 2 uses CARD 2.9.2, lAX « 3 uses CARD 2.9.3, and lAX • b 
uses CARDS 2.9.%, 2.9 9$ and 2.9.6. 
CARD 2.9.1 to 2.9.k (W.3, kl3) 
Cols. fCBUMM Rame Description 
1-8 FT Flange thickness or 0.0 
9-16 WF Web thickness or 0.0 
17,2k WD Section depth 
29-32 FW Section width, flange width, or 0.0 
33.36 B1 The number of divisions along the 
width for lAX » I 
#3 The number of divisions along the 
flange thickness for lAX » 2 
m The number of divisions along the 
flange thickness for lAX » 3 
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Kll The total number of divisions of the 
arbitrary cross section 
37-39 R2 The number of divisions along the depth 
for lAX • 1 
Rft The number of divisions along the flange 
width for lAX • 2 
R8 The number of divisions along the flange 
width for lAX • 3 
1*0-42 R5, B9 The nunAer of divisions along the web 
depth for lAX • 2 and 3, respeetivtily 
R6, BIO The number of divisions along the web 
thickness for lAX • 2 and 3, respectively 
CARD 2.5.5 (2F0.3, F9.3, 2^ 15.5) 
C<d,s« yOOTRAW Rame Description 
1-d ZO Distance from centroid of the subelement 
to centroid of the cross section along 
the s-direction for ZAX • U 
9-16 YC Distance from centroid of the subelment 
to centroid of the cross section along 
the y-dlrection for lAX » k 
17-25 AC Area of the subelement for lAX » 4 
XCÏ Moment of inertia of the siAelement 
with respect to y-axis for ÏAX » h 
lil-55 XGZ Moment of inertia of the subelement 
with respect to z-axis for lAX » U 
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CARD 2.5.6 (P15.5) 
cola. PORTRAH Nam* 
1-15 XIR 
Deeoription 
Torsional constant for lAX « k 
CARD 2.6 (S12.3, F5.2, E12.3, E12.3» E12.3) 
C^ s. 
1-12 
13-17 
18-29 
30-tl 
k2-53 
FORTRAS gaaa 
S 
CR 
Ft 
APU 
GMDD 
CARD 3.1 (n5.5, W0.5, n5.5) 
Cols. TORTRAW Rams 
1-15 691 
16-25 
26-1(0 
cm 
m 
Psacription 
Initial modulus of slasticity of tho 
bsam-oolumn slsmont 
Shapo paramotsr 
Yield stress 
Coefficient of thermal expansion 
Shear modulus 
Description 
Initial lateral stiffness in y-direotion 
for MAT * 0 
9wp« parameter 
Ultimate lateral soil resistance in 
y-direction 
CARD 3,2 Cn5.5. no.5. F15.5) 
Cols. FORTRAB game Description 
1-15 55J Initial lateral stiffness in 
2-4irection for MAT ^  0 
l6-25 CI» shape parameter 
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26-!#0 PL 
CARD 3.3 (P15.5, P10.5. P15.5) 
1-15 
16-25 
26-&0 
FORTRAN IT«a« 
SKI 
CV 
PV 
Ultimate lateral soil resistance 
in z-direction 
Description 
Initial vertical stiffness for 
MAT i 0 
shape parameter 
Maximum shear stress 
CARD 3.k (P15.5» F10.5. P15.5) 
Cols. FORIRAS Rame Description 
1-15 SPI Initial point stiffness 
16-25 CP shape parameter 
26-&0 PP Iteximun bearing stress 
CARD h.l (12) 
Cola. FORTRAN Bame 
1-2 LOCASE 
CARD 4.2 (12) 
Cols. FORTRAB WaBe 
1-2 UWF 
Description 
Load cases 
LGCASS « 1 represents the initial 
stage 
LSCASS » 2 represents the second one 
and the consecutive stages 
Deaertptloo 
The total number of degrees of freedoms 
2Qk 
CARD U.3 (P10.5) 
Cole. FORTRAN Rome 
1-10 DCOV 
CARD b.b (2lk) 
Cole. FORTRAN Rome 
l-b JICR 
$—8 JTEH 
CARD «*.5 (13) 
Cole. FORTRAN Heme 
1-3 HWF 
CARD fe.6 (P9.3) 
Cole. FORTRAN Baae 
1-9 ? 
which prescribed load/displacement 
were applied for each load case. 
Description 
Use-prescribed tolerance 
Description 
The number of increments for each 
load ease 
The maximum number of iterations for 
each increment 
Description 
The degree of freedom of the node 
which the prescribed load/displacement 
was applied for each load case 
Description 
The prescribed load/displacement was 
applied at the degree of freedom for 
each load case 
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CARD l».T (2F9.2) 
Cola FORTRAN Kama Deacrlptlon 
1-9 TEMP The temperature changea at the top of 
the element for each load case if 
ITEMP t 0 
10-18 TEMP The temperature changea at the bottom 
of the element for each load caae 
of ITEMP 4 0 
13.2. Sam^ e Problems for XAB3D Computer Program 
Sample problem 1: The large displacement response of a cantilevered 
bend beam subjected to a concentrated end load, as shown in Pig. 2<. 
The input data cards are given in Table 15. Eig^ t equal straij^ t 
b-mm-column elements are used. 
Sample problem 2: The soil problem presented here is used to check 
the soil material nonlinearity and cyclic behavior of the lateral 
springs in the direction of ^ 5® with respect to Y and Z directions. 
The input data cards are given in Table lé. 
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Table 15. Input carde for aaaplc problem 1-tt kS* cantiltvergd bend beam 
123#e67S90l23«!!e7890l2?48d7e90l234^ 679001234^ 67«90123 C4P0 
NO. 
VANGSO EXAMPLE 1.1 
9 8 2.1 
0.000 0.000 2.2 
1111111 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2.3 
2000000 9.80171 0.00000 0.48193 2.3 
3900000 19.90903 0.00000 1.92147 2.3 
4000000 29.02847 0.00000 4.30997 2.3 
9000000 38.26834 0.00000 7.61209 2.3 
6000000 47.13967 0.00000 11.80787 2.3 
7000000 99.99702 0.00000 16.89304 2.3 
8000000 63.43933 0.00000 22.69899 2.3 
9000000 70.71068 0.00000 29.28932 2.3 
1 4. 90086 9.00000 0.24077 
2 14. 69937 10.00000 1.20190 
3 24. 26879 19.00000 3.11372 
4 33. 64841 20.00000 9.99901 
9 42. 70741 29.00000 9.70996 
6 91. 34839 30.00000 14.33046 
7 99. 49818 39.00000 19.77600 
8 67. 07901 40.00000 29.99414 
1 1 2 0 1 0 1.000 1.000 0.900 
0 .000 0^000 1.000 1 .000 8 8 
2 2 3 0 1 0 1.000 1.000 0.900 
0 o 
o
 
o
 
•
 0^000 1.000 1 .000 8 8 
3 9 4 0 1 0 1.000 1.000 0.900 
0 #000 0.000 1.000 1 •000 8 8 
4 4 9 0 1 0 1.000 1.000 0.900 
0 .000 0^000 1.000 1 .000 8 8 
9 9 6 0 1 0 1.000 1.000 0.900 
0 •000 0^000 1.000 1 .000 8 8 
6 6 7 0 1 0 1^000 1.000 0.900 
0 • 000 0.000 1.000 1 .000 8 8 
7 7 9 0 1 0 1.000 l.(*00 0.900 
0 •000 0^000 1.000 1 .000 8 e 
8 8 O 0 1 0 1.000 1.000 0.900 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.5 
2.ff.t 
2 .9 
2 .9.1
2.9 
2 .9.1 
2.9 
2.9.1 
2 .9 
2.9.1 
2 .9 
2 .9 • 1 
2.9 
2.P, t 
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13.3. IAB20 Program Input 
The structure of the input data in lABSD computer program is similar 
to the input data cards in IAB3D cosputer program. However, in this 
two-dimensional version, free format is used for input since the XAB2D 
computer progans vas executed in the VAX system. The input data are 
separated by putting a comma or blank. The f^ lovtng are the line 
numbers used to identify the sequence of the input data. 
LIRE 1 (2QAt») 
FORTRAS Rome Description 
Tl'niB Any 80 alphanumeric characters to 
identify the problem: these charac 
tors will be printed as a heading to 
the output 
LUfS 2 
FORTRAN game 
RMP 
Description 
Bumber of nodes in the structure 
number of elements in the structure 
JTSOn, Rode where the soil starts 
lAY Dummy variable which is not used in 
the program, however, it can be used 
as a control key to control output 
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LIRE 3 
FORTRAN Some 
PIL 
ARZAP 
URC k 
FORTRAN Rem# 
I 
KOOE (Z,J) 
XC 
YC 
MHS 5 
irOHTRAK Kawe 
I 
IA% 
D<aerinition 
Pile length 
Pile tip area 
Beecription 
Nodal numher 
One or more degrees of freedoms at 
node I are specified. There are 
three degrees of freedoms per node to 
define the translations in X and Ï 
directions and the rotation in the 
Z directionI respectively, for each 
load change 
0 indicates no constraints on that 
degree of freedom 
1 indicates that the displacement or 
rotation component is specified 
X - coordinate of node I 
X -» coordinate of node I 
Description 
Element number 
Maaber cross-sectional shape on 
element I 
211 
0 inâic&tes arbitrary cross-sectional 
shape 
1 indicates wide flange cross section 
(bending about the strong axis) 
2 indicates wide flange cross section 
(bending about the weak axis) 
3 indicates rectangular cross section 
k indicates any shape of the cross 
section which is symmetry with 
respect to neutral axis 
9 control to generate input 
automatically for ÏAX • k 
ITEMP Temperature changes on element X 
0 indicates no temperature changes 
1 indicates temperature changes 
BODI Bode I on element I 
BODJ Bode J on element I 
FT Flange thickness or 0.0 
Wf Web thickness or 0.0 
WD Section depth 
PW Secticm width, flange width, or 0,0 
PER Perimeter of the cross section 
B Section width 
DC ^ Distance from the bottom of the cross 
section to the centroid 
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uns 5.1 
FORTRAN Rame 
AR 
XR 
Dgacriptlon 
Area of the aubelement for IAX*0 on 
each element 
Distance from centroid of the sub-
element to centroid of the cross 
section along the y-direction for 
IAX"0 on each element 
Ko&ent inertia of the subelement with 
respect to y-axis for IAX*0 on each 
element 
LBE $.2 
yORTRAW Rwe 
AB.Y.XB 
FORTRAH Hawe 
E 
Description 
The same descriptions as listed in 
LIRES 1, except only input the data 
of the upper half of the cross section 
(7 subelements) for IA%»k on the first 
aiment» It will generate the data 
of the lower half of the cross section 
(7 subelements) and the rest of the 
elements have the same shapes 
Description 
Initial modulus of elasticity of the 
beam-column element 
213 
at 
Pï 
AFH 
MBS T 
FORTRAN nam# 
SSI 
CH 
FH 
Shape parameter 
Yi^ d stress 
Coefficient of thermal expansion 
Pescription 
If the lateral spring elements are 
attached, then input initial stiffness. 
Otherwise input 0.0 
If the lateral spring elements are 
attehed, then input shape i^ urameter 
Otherwise input nonzero value 
If the lateral spring elmemts are 
attached, then input ultimate soil 
resistance. Otherwise input nonzero 
value 
uns 8 
FORfRAg gM» 
SKI.CV.PV 
Description 
The same descriptions as listed in 
USB 7» except only for vertical 
springs 
2lU 
Lins 9 
FORTRAN Bone 
SK.CP.PP 
Description 
The sane description as listed in LIRE 
7 except only for point springs at 
the last element 
uns 10 
FORTRAN Rame 
LBCHAR 
LUIS 11 
FOBIRAH Banc 
ISOF 
LIRE 12 
FORIRAR Rame 
BCOV 
LIRE 13 
FORTRAN game 
JICB 
Description 
Ruaher of load changes 
nCRAR"l represents the initial stage 
LfiCKAR«2 represents the second and 
the conseetitive stages 
Description 
The total mmher of degrees of free­
dom* i*ieh prescribed load/displacement 
were applied for each Imd change 
Description 
User-prescribed tolerance 
Description 
The number of increments for each 
load change 
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JT2R 
LIRE Ik  
FORTRAN Rom# 
IDOP 
LIRE 15 
FORTRAN Rame 
LIRE 16 
FORIRAR Ram* 
TEMP 
URB IT 
FORTRAB Rame 
IRODE 
The maximum number of iterations for 
each increment 
Description 
The degree of freedom at the node 
which the prescribed load/displacement 
was applied for each load change 
Description 
The prescribed load/displacement 
was ap^ ied at the degree of freedas 
for each load change 
Description 
The temperature changes at the top 
and bottom of the element for each 
load change of IT2XP f 0 
Description 
The total number of nodes where the 
boundary conditions change for tUCHAîT 
> 3 
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LINE 18 
FORTRAN Rome 
MODE 
LINE 19 
FORTRAN Rome 
KODE 
Dcaerlpticn 
Nodes where the boundary eondltions 
change for LSCKAN > 3 
Beecription 
One or more degrees of freedoms at 
node where the boundary conditions 
change for LfiCHAS > 3 
13.b. Sample Problem for IAB20 Computer Program 
Sample Problem 3: The State Avraue bridge exam^ e is illustrated 
here to demonstrate the input data for IAB2D computer program. The 
input data are given in Table IT. 
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Table 17» (Continued) 
24.29,:.739.97.49 fi.l 
10.0629,4.02,163.49 6.1 
32.8129,9.72,1090.«6 9.1 
32.8129,6.22.2234.18 9.1 
177.8.10.72.20490.46 8.1 
177.9.13.22.31113.84 8.1 
177.9.19.72.43999.96 9.1 
80.26,-3.89.863.67 9.1 
80.26.-10.768.6040.31 8.1 
90.26.-17.94.16391.78 9.1 
28.21878,-23.16.19194.10 9.1 
42.69629,-26.11.29122.10 9.1 
66.8,-29.93,98078.06 8.1 
66.8,-33.83,74892.02 8.1 
3,0,1.3.4.7.9.7.0.92.9,71.0,247.0,71.0,39.83 9 ' 
24.29,1.739,97.49 9.1 
10.0629,4.02,163.49 9.1 
32.8128.8.72,1090.66 9.1 
32.8128.8.22.2234.18 8.1 
177.6,10.72.20490.46 9.1 
177.8,13.22,31113.84 9.1 
177.0,18.72.43989.96 9.1 
80.26.-3.89.863.67 0.1 
80.26.-10.760.6040.31 0.1 
80.26.-17.94.16391.78 9.1 
28.21870.-23.16,10104.10 0.1 
42.60620,-26.11,29122.10 0.1 
66.0,-29.93.08078.06 8.1 
66.0.-33.03.74882.02 8.1 
4.0.1,4,0,7.0.7.0,02.9,71.0.247.0.71.0.30.93 9 
24.29,1.730,97.49 9.1 
10.0620,4.02,163.49 0.1 
32.8120,0.72,1090.66 9.1 
32.8120,8.22,2234.18 0.1 
177.0,10.72,20490.46 9.1 
177.0,13.22,31113.84 9.1 
177.0,10.72,43900.96 0.1 
90.26,-3.99,863.67 9.1 
90.26,-10.769,6040.31 9.1 
90.26,-17.94,16391.78 9.1 
28.21879,-23.16,19194.10 9.1 
42.69629,-26.11,29122.10 9.1 
66.0,—29.93,99078.06 9.1 
66.9,-33.93,74892.02 9.1 
9,0,1,9,6,7.9,9.20,92 .9,71.0,247.0,71.0.'96.66 9 
12.280.1.17,22.42 0.1 
8.3125.2.90.70.64 9»1 
28.4375.4.99.613.94 $•! 
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